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From the author of Contagion: A Novel of The Living Dead comes a new novel of dark
horror.Fleeing a troubled past, Sarah Faust thinks she has found the perfect place to start a new
life. Tucked away on a charming side street and surrounded by lush grounds, the three-hundred
year old fixer upper in the port city of Charleston offers a refuge and a place to start over. But all
is not as it seems at 5 Rue Lane and she soon finds that her new house harbors something that
has been there for a very long time. Something that refuses to stay buried.In A Haunting,
Albemont brings us parallel tales of old and modern horror, weaving colonial era events into a
modern ghost story you won’t soon forget.Readers are saying:"I loved the story!! Charleston's
rich and dark history along with a ghost story, romance down the road for the character
Sarah...Will be looking forward to buy previous books from this author.""Don't read this alone
because it is a great demon story and you might need backup. The Exorcist scared me so bad
when I was a teenager I couldn'tsleep alone for years. This story brought all that fear back.""The
twists and turns in this book are great. It's creepy and spine tingling! I love the ending and
recommend it to anyone that enjoys a good suspense novel!""Loved the book. The story line
was A++. Hope there is more to come from this book. It needs a sequel."

"Jodi Clock knows more about eldercare than anyone else I know--and she cares about you and
the people you love. Written with compassion and packed with information you can
use, Navigating the Eldercare Journey will show you how to help your loved ones plan for their
future while time is on their side. Aging is a privilege denied to many. If you care about someone
who is fortunate enough to have reached this phase of life, this book is for you." -
Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The New One Minute Manager® andRefire! Don't RetireFrom
the AuthorIf you are an adult child whose parents are aging and are faced with the possibility of
helping oversee their care and or finances, not to mention end of life decisions, this book is for
you! All too often people get well intended "miss-information" from friends and neighbors. Did
you know that there is a difference between an estate planning attorney and an elder care
attorney? Did you know that funeral planning is exempt as an asset from Medicaid? Did you
know that there are many ways to reallocate your assets and still qualify for long term care
assistance? This book discusses these issues and more.
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A HauntingThis is a work of fiction. Characters, locations, names and incidents are products of
the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously.Copyright 2012 by L.I. AlbemontEdited by
Excellent EditionsAll rights reservedWant to be the first to know about new releases and special
offers from this author?A.D. 1665The Black Death, la mort negra, swept across Europe and
Asia. The horror and panic it evoked cannot be exaggerated. Husbands abandoned wives, wives
their husbands, even children were left alone to die by parents terrified of infection. Hastily dug
burial pits were scavenged by dogs and vermin, the dead lying exposed to the frightened gaze
of passerby. Victims woke well in the morning only to die a swollen, rotting corpse by evening. It
led to the deaths of more than one-third of the population, wiping out entire families, entire
villages, changing the face of Europe forever. But what if it was much, much worse?Welcome to
the Great Zombie Plague of London.“What do you do if the very ground is evil? If something so
horrific happened here that it can never be cleansed?”Welcome to “The Kirk”, the page turning
new horror thriller from best-selling author L.I. Albemont.A picturesque town with a dark history
is the setting for Albemont’s newest offering. Secrets lie beneath the prosaic surface of the small
town of Falkirk. The bucolic beauty conceals an ancient evil that lurks in the quiet woods and
lanes, an evil that feeds on murder and madness and fear.A remote mountain town is isolated by
a snowstorm as an ancient evil, gone pandemic, turns the residents into the living dead. Almost
overnight the town becomes a snowy tomb of the roaming, hungry dead. Stranded, hiding, a
small group of survivors is determined to survive. Will they be able to adjust to this hungry new
world?When deadly earthquakes devastate the Caribbean, an ancient disease of almost
unimaginable destructive force engulfs the globe. As the earth continues to convulse and the
seas encroach the dead rise with an appetite for human flesh. Survivors must learn to navigate a
world in which they are now the hunted. And the hunters never sleep.The story continues as
survivors flee the infested cities, looking for a refuge from the ever-increasing, ever-hungry
dead.Table of ContentsA HauntingPrologueChapter OneChapter TwoChapter ThreeChapter
FourChapter FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter NineChapter TenChapter
ElevenChapter TwelveChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter FifteenChapter
SixteenChapter SeventeenChapter EighteenChapter NineteenChapter TwentyChapter Twenty-
OneChapter Twenty-TwoChapter Twenty-ThreeChapter Twenty-FourChapter Twenty-
FiveChapter Twenty-SixChapter Twenty-SevenEpiloguePrologueGlendower: I can call spirits
from the vasty deep.Hotspur: Why so can I; or so can any man:But will they come when you do
call for them?1 Henry IV, 3,1Prologue“The prisoner will stand for sentencing.”The judge looked
down at her husband, who rose, standing awkwardly in handcuffs and shackles. Sarah leaned
forward and clutched the back of the seat in front of her. Here each day the first week of the trial,
she agonized over each charge, each witness that struck blows at his integrity and judgment.
She believed in both until detailed testimony emerged of trips to Aruba with Kelly, a co-worker he
had never mentioned. Kelly, tall, tanned, and what her mother would have called ‘floozy blonde’,



cooperated with the Feds in exchange for immunity.After that humiliating afternoon she stayed
away, focusing on selling the few things she owned that the Feds had not seized. Despite that,
her face appeared in newspapers and at times on local television, or so she had been told. She
stopped watching television and reading the paper soon after the arrest.She was here today to
see how this ended, to see if the frozen feeling that encased her would go away. Reporters
shouted at her to look their way but she hurried up the steps of the courthouse, avoiding the icy
patches left by the weekend snowstorm. Wearing a black skirt and boots, black reefer coat
buttoned up against the cold, she wanted the world to forget her. She looked waiflike in the
slightly too large outfit and the dark sunglasses were glamorous on a small, heart-shaped face.It
felt strange to be out in public again. Her husband’s financial schemes had defrauded the
pension fund for city teachers and firefighters leaving them with no retirement plan and outrage
had been vehement. Her husband’s attorney had advised taking precautions against angry
victims so she went into hiding, grocery shopping at night, never going to restaurants.When her
boss, Phil, recommended a leave of absence, she acquiesced, knowing the publicity was not
good for the small property development company she had loved working for during the past
three years. Two weeks ago, after she made the decision to move away, her co-workers gave her
a going-away lunch. Eve and Sharon cried and everyone promised to keep in touch but she was
sure she saw secret relief on Phil’s face. It hurt to realize that he considered her a liability now
but that was exactly what she would be until time erased the town’s memory.Sean now wore the
standard issue, orange, prison jumpsuit, a painful contrast to the tailored suits he had worn
throughout the trial. In spite of her determination to remain detached, her heart ached for him,
imagining the humiliation he must be feeling right now. Some tiny, conjugal, sympathetic spark
must still exist between them because he turned and their eyes met just as she slipped through
the door and sat down in the back of the courtroom. The judge now finished reviewing the
counts.“Mr. Faust, in view of the particularly widespread and damaging nature of your crimes,
this court imposes the maximum penalty of seven years for each count with each sentence to
run consecutively for a total of twenty-eight years. Restitution paid from seized assets will
continue. Court will be in recess until one p.m.” He banged the gavel.“All rise,” the bailiff
intoned.Everyone stood. Sean and his attorney talked quietly for a few moments then the bailiff
approached the table. Sean said something and the bailiff glanced at Sarah then shook his head
in response. Sean looked back at her before he shuffled out, head down.Sarah found with
surprise that she was crying and sat back down, rummaging through her purse for a tissue. How
could he have done this? Defrauded investors and stolen the life savings of hundreds of people,
destroying their lives just as he had destroyed hers. She wiped her eyes then blew her nose and
the tears stopped. Her purse sagged open and she smiled a little when a small, foldable road
atlas with a highlighted route wandering down the east coast slid out. Time to go.Chapter
OneThe house has Flemish curves upon its eaves;Its doorways yearn for buckle-shoed young
bloods,Smoking clay pipes, with lace a-droop from sleeves—Moonlight on terraces is like a
story toldBy sleepy link-boys 'round old sedan chairsIn days when tulip bulbs were gold.-



Carolina Chansons“You’re going to love this one. Needs a little tlc but the neighborhood is
impeccable.” Foster Collins of Cooper River Realty sounded genuinely enthused.Sarah looked
around. The cobblestone street was picturesque in the late afternoon light. If not for the cars
parked here and there she could almost think she had gone back to colonial times. She held a
flier that read:“Historic property with established gardens. Desirable S.O.B. location only three
blocks from the Battery. Don’t miss out on an opportunity to own a piece of history. Shown by
appointment only.”“What is an S.O.B. location?”Foster read the flier and laughed. “Not what
you’re probably thinking. It means south of Broad which is traditionally a very good area of
town.”“Oh.”Sarah peered through the leaves. This was the fifth house she had seen today and
one of the very few that fell into her price range. Almost hidden by overgrown shrubs, the narrow
structure was easy to overlook. Crumbling stone steps led directly from the street up to a small
front door, and that tree…“Do you know what kind of tree that is?”“A rowan. It’s supposed to be
as old as the house.”“And how old is that?” She removed her sunglasses and looked up at the
tree looming over the entrance, partially blocking the door.“The original building permit has
never been found in public records. In some historical accounts of the city, there is specific
mention of a house that survived the Great Fire of 1740 serving as a smithy on this spot and
based on that I would estimate it’s around three-hundred-years old. But I doubt that’s accurate.”A
three-hundred-year-old house? Some of the homes on this street could be described as
mansions. This one nestled among them like a poor relation. Double porches with peeling, vine-
choked Tuscan columns adorned the left side of the dwelling. Wicker chairs stacked against the
railing looked moldy with age. Obviously neglected but with good bones, the house seemed to
beg pardon for its humble state. Several of the encircling trees sported green leaves even now in
the deep of winter. The plink of a piano floated over from the red-brick house next door,
reminding her of the piano she had just sold. When she thought of all the money she had flushed
keeping it tuned over the years... hindsight is twenty/twenty.This was her second day in
Charleston, the city her mother had spoken of so longingly from military postings in Japan and
Europe. Sarah’s soldier father’s career had taken them around much of the world but lovely as it
was, her mother always reminisced wistfully about this southern, coastal town.Yesterday had
been Sunday and despite the rain she’d walked the cobblestone streets along with the other
tourists and listened to the church bells tolling, apt in ‘The Holy City’ as the tour guide called it.
She was already succumbing to the dilapidated charm of its shady, overgrown lanes and gated
side yards in which fountains splashed unseen behind oleander and magnolia. This street was a
little more tucked away than some and she hadn’t come across it in yesterday’s
ramblings. “Ready to see the inside?”“Sure. You’re right about the neighborhood; it’s fantastic. I’m
just a little worried about the repairs needed on a three-hundred-year-old house.”“There’ve been
several renovations over the years, obviously, and some rooms are more up to date than others.
I’m not saying you won’t have to make some changes but you’ll find that reflected in the price. I
promise you, it’s worth a look.” He opened the quaint, arched front door to which traces of bright
blue paint still clung. The foyer they stepped into was small and square with a central staircase



rising to the second floor.“The house is what is known as a ‘single’ and was the most common
building style before the Revolution. Most of the rooms on this floor are to the right of the hallway.
The first room on the right would have been called the parlor. The next room you see is wired for
an overhead light so it was probably used as a dining room at some point. The tall ceilings are
characteristic of Charleston houses. They allow heat to rise.”The parlor boasted a classic Adam
fireplace and mantel surrounded by a beautifully paneled wall. Trash filled the dirty hearth and
two grime-encrusted firedogs rested against the back bricks.White-painted wainscoting and
heavy crown-molding adorned both rooms and continued up the staircase. Two pictures, roughly
the same size, hung face to the wall in the foyer. Sarah tried to turn one around and found it
nailed fast. She looked at Foster who shrugged.“Um, not sure what happened there but you can
pull the nails out with a hammer and the holes should be an easy patch job. You can see that the
electrical conduits run along the outside of the walls. Not everyone likes that but I find it charming
and it does accentuate the age of the house. Also, I forgot to tell you that everything in the house
conveys so what you see here is all yours.” He made a grand, sweeping gesture as if to
encompass vast riches and Sarah suppressed a laugh.Behind the foyer, two steps led down to a
small, barely functional kitchen with an old range, (only one of the electric eyes worked) green,
laminate countertops, and what could truly be termed an ice box languishing off by itself near a
door that led to the yard. The floor, however, was marble, gouged and scratched, but still marble.
The larger, creamy squares were broken up with small, blue squares, set in a diamond
pattern.Their steps echoed on the old oak floors and the stair treads creaked when they
mounted the curving staircase to the second floor. Some previous owner had carpeted the steps
and the ancient, stained carpet bunched and sagged like the diseased pelt of a very old animal.
The mahogany banister felt as smooth as silk under her hand.The house’s one bathroom at the
top of the stairs was one of the more up-to-date rooms in the house but decorated in a horrible,
seventies, brown and orange color scheme. There were two bedrooms on this floor; one, slightly
larger, looked out over the overgrown garden on the side of the house. A door in the smaller one
opened to a closet staircase leading to an attic crammed full of bits and pieces left behind by
previous residents.“You can see there’s room for expansion. It wouldn’t take much more than a
little insulation and drywall to turn this into a game room or a bedroom, whatever you want. I
would have all this” he gestured at the items covering most of the floor “hauled away by a
professional junk removal company.”She was noncommittal. She didn’t have the money to have
anything professionally removed. Maybe she could sell some of the stuff on Ebay.“Are the
bedroom floors the same wood used downstairs? They look different.”“Often these old houses
were built with different woods, depending on what was available. I think the floors upstairs are
cherry and maybe another fruitwood. The floor downstairs is oak in all the rooms except for the
kitchen, of course. The painted wainscot and that paneled wall is anyone’s guess as to wood-
type. Maybe you can tell from the grain if it’s still visible. I don’t have that level of expertise.” His
phone buzzed and he excused himself to take the call and went outside.Heading for the small
grime-coated attic window, Sarah accidentally kicked over a half-full duffle bag. The contents



spilled across the floor. Hurriedly gathering everything up and stuffing it back in the bag, she was
surprised to find a wallet containing a driver’s license and credit cards. The expiration date on
the license was March 1989. The bag also contained a gray, moldy toothbrush and several un-
posted letters. She opened one at random.“…and they’re always here now. Yesterday, when I
came home from work they were waiting, all four of them, in front of the hedge in the back. I’m
leaving as soon as I can but I‘m trying to get my deposit back. That bastard at the rental office is
stonewalling me. I’m not crazy and I think he knows more than he’s telling.” She put it back in the
duffle with the wallet.Obviously an unhappy tenant. Odd that he would leave his wallet behind.
She distinctly heard a child crying and she looked out of the window but saw no one. Going back
down to the second floor, Sarah paced the larger of the two rooms, mentally placing furniture.
The bed could be any size she wanted; she had sold the lit matrimoniale when she realized the
extent of her husband’s betrayal. There was no closet. She supposed she could have one built
but it would make the room smaller. A small side-window set in a dormer had a built-in seat with
drawers beneath it.French windows led to an antiquated side porch that needed paint but would
be a nice place for morning coffee. She glimpsed a plank swing moving gently back and forth
underneath a giant oak and she inhaled deeply, feeling engulfed in a sea of green leaves.
Sleeping in this bedroom would feel like sleeping in a tree house. The moist, fragrant air and the
buzzing of invisible insects all around were soothing.A bird flew past the railing, landed near her
feet and then took off again, seeming almost comically alarmed at her presence. She heard the
sound of the piano again and then a door slammed. A little girl waved to her from the porch of
the house next door and Sarah waved back. She saw the realtor standing next to her ancient
Volvo. She had coaxed it along most of the drive down and sent up thanks each time it
started.Outside, Foster finished his phone call. He caught glimpses of his customer at windows
as she moved through the house. She had been tight-lipped from the start. Most clients would at
least tell you where they were moving from but not this one. When asked she just said, “Up
north” and then inquired about property tax rates. However, the north-east was in her voice and
on her car tags.“Hello?” He looked up. She called down from the side porch. “I’m going down to
have a look at the basement.”The basement was gloomy, with rickety, wooden stairs. An
overwhelming smell of putrefaction hit them as soon as they opened the door. They descended
the steps and Foster found the source of the odor. A cat had somehow gotten in but had not
been able to get back out. The desiccated, marmalade-striped body lay under the egress
window. She caught just a glimpse before Foster found an old coal scoop, and took the remains
outside.“I’m so sorry about that. I usually try to pre-inspect a house before I show it but with the
holidays…” He wiped his hands on his pants and trailed off, hoping she hadn’t seen the body too
closely.“Poor cat. Odd that with neighbors on either side no one heard it. I can’t imagine it
starved to death quietly.”Foster shrugged. From the way the neck swung when he scooped it up,
it was obvious that it hadn’t starved to death. Someone or something had snapped its neck.The
floor was actual stone, not concrete, and housed a drainage system and sump pump since wet
basements were not unusual in Charleston during a heavy rain. This one seemed drier than



some she had seen. The washer and dryer connections were down here. An old, oil furnace
filled most of one corner with odd cylinders and elbow joints lying scattered about. She rapped
the side and a bolt fell to the floor.“If you’re interested in the house you should probably have that
looked at by an HVAC company and adjust your offer accordingly.”“That’s the heat right? Has the
house ever had air conditioning?”“If it did, they would have been window units that someone
took with them when they left. The current owner has always rented it out and hasn’t bothered to
upgrade much. I don’t think he has had a tenant in a while.”“How receptive would he be to a
lowball offer?”Foster thought this one over. She didn’t need to know the house had been on and
off their books for nearly ten years and that tenants never stayed more than a few months, if that
long. If this were his house, he would jump on the first chance to get rid of it. Anyone likely to buy
it would have to be from out of town and not have heard the stories and this cautious cutie was
an ideal candidate. Moreover, if certain dark rumors were disregarded, it was a bargain.“Make
an offer if you’re interested. The worst they can do is say no.”“I’ll have to think about it. How soon
could I take possession?”“I would think immediately since it’s empty but you never know until
you ask. Do you have furniture in storage or is it en route from…?”“I don’t have a lot of furniture
so I’ll probably be looking for some pieces here.” She sidestepped that inquiry.“Unless you’re
uber rich, avoid King Street. They have some great pieces of course, but you will pay through the
nose. So, would you like to sit down and write an offer?”She laughed at his eagerness and he
realized she was younger than he had first thought. Early thirties tops.“Give me a day or so. I
have some things to sort out but I promise I’ll let you know by Friday. Of course, I’ll need to have
a home inspection company check it out.”Foster was elated. If he could close this sale, he would
exceed his quota for the month and get a white elephant off the firm’s books to boot. He could
usually tell when someone was going to make an offer but she had a good poker face. He bent
down to re-tie his shoe so she wouldn’t see his excitement.She wasn’t going to tell him yet but
she had already decided. This house, broken, neglected, and in need of repair, was something
she could make beautiful again. This rain-drenched, green plot of land was going to be her new
home.Chapter TwoIn the days and hours of Saturn thou canst perform experiments to summon
souls from Hades but only of those who have died a natural death.-Clavicula SalomonisThe sun
shone on cobblestones still wet from an early morning rain as small, brown birds flitted from tree
to tree. Sarah stood in front of the parlor window, happily surveying her new property. When the
owner accepted her offer within hours two weeks ago, she asked for approval to move in early,
offering to pay a nightly rate but he refused, leaving her stuck in the hotel. So after the closing
yesterday evening she came straight over here with the few things she had, camping out on the
floor.She slept badly, hearing thumps in the walls and soft scratching sounds at the bedroom
window. The home inspector hadn’t seen any evidence of a pest problem but maybe she
needed to call an exterminator anyway.A quick shower this morning revitalized her and she
decided to tackle the yard while she waited for the furniture she bought last week to arrive. A
used-furniture store out on Maybank Highway yielded some bargains and she was now the
proud owner of a washer and dryer, a mahogany, rice-carved, four-poster bed with matching



chest and a flame-stitch fabric sofa she was told was a Chippendale reproduction.“That fabric
ain’t been fashionable since nineteen eighty-five but it is sure in good shape,” the proprietor, an
elderly but very spry gentleman named Frederick March told her. He kept up a running
commentary as he walked with her around his two-story shop that was once a feed store. “That
old woman that owned it lived on Johns Island, out near the deep water in a house her daddy
built for her and her sister. The sister died right after they moved in but the old woman stayed
there forty years by herself. She had one of the first air conditioners on the island and she kept
that place so cold- I ain’t never seen furniture so well-preserved, like it was in a freezer. Now that
bed, that might have come from down near Beaufort but I can’t remember for sure.”She arranged
to have the items delivered the day after the closing and paid in cash. Thinking about it, she now
wished she had thought to buy some end tables. Her lamps were currently on the floor. At least
she would have something to sit on and sleep in.This morning, the garden called her outside
and she responded eagerly, wearing old jeans, a Sox cap, one of Sean’s old flannel shirts, and
no makeup. Trimming back an enormous hydrangea revealed two ancient gateposts marking the
beginning of a stone pathway in the yard as well as a rusting, wrought-iron fence bordering the
yard closest to the street.“Those are probably tabby you know.”She turned around. A very nicely-
dressed man standing on the sidewalk in front of her house nodded to her. She must look
confused because he repeated himself.“Your gate posts there. The mortar holding the brick
together is mixed tabby.”“What is tabby? Are you telling me someone killed a cat and mixed it
with the mortar?”He laughed. “Tabby is a type of construction mortar. The early settlers burned
oyster shells to create lime and mixed it with local sand to make a sort of concrete that’s all over
historic parts of the city. It’s still used sometimes but we make it with Portland cement now so it’s
more durable.”He smiled warmly. “I’m Noble Connelly, and I’m full of useless information about
tabby posts and other subjects. My wife and I live in the white money-pit down the street and we
heard a Yankee bought the house. You didn’t waste any time moving in did you?”“It’s a pleasure
to meet you. I’m Sarah Faust and no, there wasn’t time to waste. The hotels around here do a
thriving business and there was no more room for me after the eleventh. I was able to negotiate
a quick closing and here I am.” She removed her work gloves, reached across the post to shake
his hand, and felt something sharp pierce the soft flesh of her forearm. Blood dripped onto the
post and she looked in dismay at an inch long gash in her arm.“Oh, my dear, I should have
warned you. Here, let me help.” Noble pulled out a handkerchief (who carried handkerchiefs
anymore?) and wrapped it around the cut.“Traditionally, we cover tabby structures with plaster
because the oyster shell fragments are so sharp, you see. The plaster has worn completely off
these. I’m not surprised considering how old they probably are. There, I think it’s stopped
now.”“Thanks. I’m going in to run some water over it but again, it was a pleasure to meet you and
I look forward to meeting your wife. I hope to have the garden tamed and a little more
presentable soon.”“That tree is going to eat your door. Are you going to have a landscaper in
or…?”“Oh no, I like to do my own gardening.” She crossed her fingers behind her back as she
lied. She had never gardened in her life but she certainly could not afford a landscaper and



planned to wing it and hope for the best.“The tree is on my shortlist. I don’t have a chainsaw yet
so-”“I have one. I’m on my way to my office but I’ll drop by this evening and bring the chainsaw if
you like.”“Really? That is so kind of you.”“It’s nothing. See you later this evening." He waved and
was gone.She was touched by his kindness. On the other hand, maybe the tree was something
everyone in the neighborhood wanted gone. She couldn’t blame them. She started for the house
to take care of her arm and remembered she didn’t have any band-aids. One more thing for the
list she had not started yet. Might as well do it now.MilkBand-aidsCoffeeWalking through the
main floor, she added floor wax and window cleaner. Upstairs she wrote: bathroom cleaner, shelf
paper and- she jumped back - some kind of spray to kill the millipedes that just ran under the
baseboard. She started wiping down the shelves in the miniscule linen closet then made herself
stop. Focus. There was so much to do and she could not keep jumping from task to task without
finishing anything.Back outside she hauled the hydrangea branches over to a corner in the back
of the lot. The brick wall back here must have collapsed in the rains of the past few days. She
stumbled on bricks and slipped in the mud that had spread onto the grass. Stacking the old
bricks in a neat pile she heard a metallic clang.Under a heavy clump of vines was a bronze
head, somewhat sunken in the ground and still covered with mud. The large, heavy-browed skull
sported ugly, twisted horns. Pan maybe? She scraped more of the mud away. It had none of the
puckish charm usually associated with Pan and instead looked deformed and brutish. She dug
at the ground around it, clearing away spongy, decaying, clumps of leaves and revealing goat-
like legs with cloven hooves. Someone had fastened a crudely fashioned, heavy, iron collar with
inverted, nasty-looking spikes around the squat neck.Sarah instinctively reached out to try to
remove it but when she touched it, it felt oddly warm. She sat back on her heels. This was a
mystery but a house this old was bound to have some interesting stories surrounding it. She
scraped more mud away from around the base of the figure, finding little parterres arranged in
an octagonal pattern around the satyr. She stacked the debris on the growing pile in the corner,
and went inside to wash her hands, feeling she deserved a coffee break. And then remembered
she didn’t have any coffee beans nor did she know where her grinder was. Of course.Not
wanting to have to find her phone she turned her laptop on to check the time. Almost noon. Mr.
March had said she would be the first stop after lunch on the delivery schedule and not wanting
to miss them; she sat on the peeling steps of the side porch and sipped a glass of water. She
tried pulling up her bank account before remembering she still needed to get internet service set
up. There were several wireless connections showing as available but she didn’t want to vampire
on to any of her neighbors’ services. Bad first impression to make if they noticed somehow. She
reminded herself to check on the status of her job applications as well. She had applied online to
so many different companies, she had almost lost track.Ok. Time to tackle the list of Things to
do to the House. She already knew she wanted to paint the dingy, grayish stucco a warm, cream
color. The red roof tiles were in good shape according to her home inspector, and the red would
go beautifully with the cream. The shutters had turned out to be rotten and would have to be
replaced as would several of the balusters on the porch railing.While the kitchen was small by



modern standards, lacked counter space, and had an awkward layout, she was still delighted by
the marble floor. Matching, natural marble slab countertops would replace the green melamine
horrors currently in place and she had already taken measurements preparing to call some
stone retailers. Overall, the house was structurally sound but in need of a thorough update.A
hiss of air brakes up the street caught her attention. A white delivery truck lumbered slowly past
the cars parked on the narrow street. From her viewpoint it came breathtakingly close to hitting a
couple of them but it didn’t hesitate and soon parked in front of her house. Two beefy-looking
young men climbed down from the cab and, to her surprise, so did Mr. March.“It’s nice to see
you again, Mr. March, but who’s minding the store?”He chuckled. “My daughter knows nearly as
much about the business as I do and I like coming into the city. She’s a charmer, my old city, and
I like to check up on her from time to time. Besides, this address rang a bell for some reason and
I couldn’t figure out why. It’ll come to me while my grandson here and his friend get your
things.”The boys rolled the door of the truck up and lowered the ramp. The only difficulty was
maneuvering around the tree hanging over the door but they managed to work around it. The
boys had the furniture in place in no time and even hooked up the washer and dryer in the
basement. She tipped them a twenty and hoped that was enough. The bed looked higher than it
had in the store, maybe she should have bought the steps that went with it but seventy-five
dollars was a lot of money to her right now.“It’s going to be even taller when you get the mattress
and box springs on there.” Almost as if he had read her mind, Mr. March entered the bedroom
carrying the mahogany steps she had turned down. He set them by the bed. “I thought you’d
want ‘em once you saw it all set up. Most people do.”“You were right. It was going to be quite a
climb.”“Well, I’ll be on my way. Lots more to deliver today. I sure wish I could remember what I
wanted to about this place.”She went downstairs with him, found her purse and gave him the
cash for the steps. They pushed the overhanging tree branch up so they could walk out the front
door.“This will be gone the next time you make a delivery. I’m just waiting for a chainsaw.”“It’s not
the prettiest tree I’ve ever seen and I suppose you won’t miss it but you don’t see a whole lot of
rowan trees growing this far south. I’m surprised it’s gotten this big and-” He broke off and stared
at the cleared bed and its bronze figure. A look of dawning recognition mixed with something
else spread across his suddenly pale face.“Young lady, are you renting this house or did you buy
it? I can’t recollect what you told me.”Sarah was puzzled by the expression on his face and the
urgency in his voice. “I bought it yesterday and I know it doesn’t look like much at the moment
but I-”“Are you one of those- what do you call ‘em? House flippers? Is that what you plan on
doing?”“No, I plan to stay.”“Then may the good Lord help you.” He climbed into the truck cab
followed by his grandson who started the engine and began backing slowly down the street
before turning around.Sarah stood on the curb, feeling as if she had been slapped. The truck
stopped and Mr. March leaned out the window and shouted.“Whatever you do, don’t cut down
that tree. Trim it if you need to but take good care of it.” They rumbled away, bouncing over the
cobbles, again clearing the parked cars by mere inches.A hush fell on the street. The sounds of
chirping birds and the rustling leaves again predominated. What on earth had he meant by all



that? The house needed work but it wasn’t that bad. Maybe he thought the tree had grown into
the foundation. She peered around the roots but didn’t see any buckling or broken stone next to
the house and the home inspector would have caught something like that anyway.Sarah sighed,
the new mattress should be here anytime and she had things she needed to get done. Inside,
the house was full of little whispering sounds and she thought she smelled a lingering odor of
decay from the dead cat the realtor had removed. Down in the basement the washer and dryer
were a welcome sight and she started a load of whites, adding her neighbor’s bloodied
handkerchief. The area smelled faintly of mold; she must have imagined the other smell.
Crouched in the corner like a giant, dismembered spider, the old furnace was a reminder of one
of the many expensive projects awaiting her. Footsteps sounded overhead and she ran up the
steps and peered around the door.No one was in sight but the front door stood open. Puzzled,
she looked out and saw the branches on the tree swaying. Nothing in the house was amiss but
there wasn’t that much here to harm anyway. She shut the door and seconds later someone
knocked then rang the bell. She opened the door.“That was fast! Are you Ms. Faust? Great.
We’ve got your mattress. Just show me where it goes and we’ll get you all set up.” A tall young
man in khaki shorts and a Spoleto t-shirt smiled down at her.“Right up here, if you want to follow
me.” She led the way upstairs. “Be careful on that carpet, it’s a trip hazard but I haven’t had time
to remove it.”Wow. The bed was high with the mattress and box springs. The steps were going to
be useful. After the delivery guys left, she ran back upstairs and leapt onto the bed, luxuriating in
the extra soft pillow top layer, thinking she would get a better night’s sleep tonight. From this
vantage point, she could see the upper branches in the trees off the porch. The swing ropes
moved lazily back and forth. Getting up she walked out and looked down. Odd that the swing
continued to move while the breeze had died away. A jeweled lizard darted across the railing,
scurrying down the column headfirst. The dryer buzzer went off and she forgot about the
swing.Making the bed with fresh, clean sheets, she found her extra blankets and left them on the
end of the bed. She still didn’t have any heat in the house but it wasn’t that much of a problem
right now and maybe it wouldn’t be until she could get an HVAC company out.By four o’clock
that afternoon, she was almost ready to call it a day. She had looked up an HVAC contractor with
whom she now had an appointment for next week. Internet service installation was scheduled for
tomorrow and she had a full fridge, cleaning supplies, shelf paper, band-aids, and a claw
hammer. She wanted to get those pictures off the walls. She had a feeling she was dealing with
plaster walls, not drywall, just because of the irregular look of the surface in places but was
reasonably confident she could make whatever patches were needed.The first one in the foyer
came off easily and she turned it around eagerly to find that instead of some valuable work of
art, it was a mirror, old and missing the silvering in places but not in bad shape. Why would
anyone nail a mirror backwards on a wall? She knelt, propped it against the wall, and just
glimpsed the reflection of a dark figure moving into her kitchen. She whirled around, heart
pounding and called out “Who’s there? I’m dialing the police right now.” She really had no idea
where her phone was, but she grabbed the hammer and walked slowly toward the kitchen. No



one was there and the back door was closed and locked. Angry now, she made a full sweep of
the house, almost tripping over the stupid carpet on the stairs. She found no one.Ok. What had
she really seen? It must have been a reflection of something from outside because no one else
was in the house. Every house had its quirks. Large trees and shrubs surrounded this one.
Those were bound to cast some shadows. She still felt uneasy and her adrenalin was
pumping.Taking the hammer, she hooked it under the edge of the carpet on the top step and
pulled hard. Tacks popped and the section pulled free, dust billowing. She continued all the way
down, coughing in the dust, but not stopping until she reached the bottom, dragging the heavy
mass over into the dining room corner. A fine grit still covered the steps but it didn’t take long to
vacuum it off and reveal golden oak treads in reasonably good shape. Her uneasy feeling
changed to one of satisfaction as she polished them to a glowing sheen. She sat on the top step
and surveyed her work happily. The doorbell rang.“Bet you thought I’d forgotten.” Her neighbor,
needing only a hockey mask to complete the look of a murderer from a horror film, brandished a
chainsaw then set it down next to a gas can on the steps. “There is already gas in it so you
probably won’t need the can but I brought it just in case. Return it anytime, no hurry.” He looked
past her into the foyer. The setting sun poured through the open door illuminating the curving
staircase and its newly polished wood. “Someone’s been busy. Did you do this yourself?”“I did.
That carpet was awful. Thanks for the chainsaw; I’ll get it back to you tomorrow.”“Come over
tomorrow evening for drinks, let’s say around six? The old ball and chain wants to meet you but
doesn’t want to barge in uninvited. I have no such compunctions.”“I’ll be there and thanks
again.”Evening brought a new chill to the house and Sarah was grateful for the warmth the
stove’s single electric eye provided as she scrambled an omelet for supper. The range was so
old she didn’t recognize the brand name on the door. The kitchen cabinets weren’t as bad as
she originally thought and would probably look fine after a good sanding and a coat or two of
paint. One door revealed a fold-out ironing board in perfect working order and a drawer
contained a metal chute that led to who knows where.The beautifully paneled wall next to the
back door would not need anything more than a coat of paint either. Near the baseboard she
noticed a small metal plate that read “Fain Fold-Away, West 23rd Street, Norfolk, Virginia.” Hmm.
Feeling around, she found a concealed handle under a panel and pulled. A small bench
unhinged from the wall and folded legs dropped to the floor supporting it. In the wall’s center, she
found two more hidden handles and unfolded a small, hinged table. A concealed breakfast nook.
She laughed, delighted with the find, wondering what other surprises the house held. Sitting
down, she ate her first meal in her new house and wondered when this nook was last used.After
washing her dishes she folded everything back into the wall then, walking through the main floor,
paused to admire her staircase once more. The bronze, pendant light hanging in the foyer cast
sparkles of light that made the wood appear to shimmer. She reached for the light switch then
stopped, feeling suddenly cold. Very clearly reflected in the mirror still propped against the wall
was a dark shape. It hovered just above the floor, almost as if it wanted her to see it, before it
scuttled into the kitchen and out of view. This time, she didn’t bother to call out and ran into the



kitchen, ready to confront whatever it was- and once again found nothing and a locked, back
door. The room, chilly before, was now positively freezing and she saw her breath in the air.
Leaving the lights on she ran upstairs, closed and locked the bedroom door, and, feeling about
six years old, sat in the middle of her tall bed wrapped in blankets, finally falling asleep after
midnight.She opened her eyes the next day to a morning well-advanced. After breakfast she
decided last night’s apparition had a logical explanation, something along the lines of “more of
gravy than of grave,” and she felt more in control and ready to face whatever the day brought. Or
so she thought.When the doorbell rang and she opened the door to the Fed Ex deliveryman,
she was surprised and a little excited. Who didn’t like getting packages? It turned out she didn’t
like this one. The lawyer she engaged to handle her divorce from Sean had hit a hurdle and as
she read through the letter, she felt a sense of dread.She had thought that divorcing someone
for a fairly public adultery would be straightforward. It turned out not to be if the accused denied
the accusation and demanded proof and that was exactly what Sean had done. The attorney
enclosed a sealed envelope containing a letter that her husband had asked to be forwarded to
her. She held it tightly for a few minutes before setting it aside. She didn’t want to read it.So now
she had the option of pursuing the divorce on grounds of irreconcilable differences, which was
what the attorney had advised in the first place, or she could try to find proof of the adultery,
usually an expensive and sordid quest. Just thinking about dragging all that up made her tired. In
one way she didn’t care if they divorced or not. She just never wanted to see or think about him
again. In another way though, there were legal ramifications involved in staying married to
him.The money she used to buy this house came from a life insurance settlement plus a legacy
both of which came to her when her parents died. She and Sean had been saving that and
banking most of her salary to buy a house and fortunately she had been able to prove it had
nothing to do with Sean or his company when the court was evaluating their assets. A lot of her
salary went to Sean’s defense attorney but not all. It now dawned on her that Sean could claim
half of this property as well as anything else she acquired until they were officially divorced. She
had been stupid not to clear this up before she moved on. She decided she would send her
attorney a quick email asking for an opinion on what she could do about that. In the meantime,
she had other things to do.The possessive feelings this house aroused were hard to explain.
Maybe it was the fact that it was the first house she had ever owned or perhaps it represented a
refuge from the shambles her life had become. She was trying to create order out of chaos in
more ways than one. Laying the papers aside, she grabbed a roll of shelf liner.The tiny bath
upstairs had a claw foot tub, a sink attached directly to the wall, and a toilet. All were white
porcelain but were badly scratched and stained. Someone had installed brown carpet (who put
carpet in a bathroom?) and she thought the moldy smell probably came from that. She tried to
avoid walking on it with bare feet. There was not a lot of built-in storage space in this house so
even the miniscule linen closet in here was a bonus. After wiping them down, she lined the old
wooden shelves with contact paper and finally put away her towels and washcloths.Today was
colder than yesterday. The fireplace worked; she just needed firewood and this was a perfect



opportunity to get rid of that tree and get some heat at the same time. She retrieved the
chainsaw from the basement and went outside.A cold wind blew, swirling dead leaves around
the sidewalk and yard. The poor tree seemed to hang protectively over the door and she
hesitated. How could she destroy a (possibly) three-hundred year-old tree? How long did
rowans live? Mr. March had told her to take care of it. It might be best to trim it and see if she
could make it look a little better without cutting it down completely.The saw felt heavier than it
had yesterday, almost as if something didn’t want her to lift it. She strained to maneuver it toward
the limb hanging low over the door when the pressure ceased, as if a rubber band had snapped
and released it. The chain hit the limb hard, immediately severing it so that it fell on her right foot.
She barely kept the saw from slicing into the front door through forward momentum. Setting the
saw down, she limped to the edge of the stoop and sat, massaging her foot. The tree did look
better but it wept copious amounts of viscous, gray sap down the trunk. There was no way it
would burn yet. She cut the fallen limb into sections, and then stacked them on the side porch to
dry out.A rustling sound in the shrubs caught her attention and she turned to see two little girls
come around the corner of the house. One, slightly bigger, pulled a red painted wagon in which a
smaller girl wearing glasses sat, holding tightly to a cat adorned with a plastic tiara askew
around its ears. A tiny elasticized skirt fit snugly around its middle. She looked down at it with a
fierce expression of love. The cat looked resigned.“Hi. Do you live here now?” the oldest girl
asked.“I do. My name is Sarah. Do you live on this street?”The older girl made a sweeping
gesture that took in most of the street. “My Dad lives here but we only stay there sometimes.”“Let
me talk, let me talk!” the littlest girl shouted. “I have to tell you something!”“Ok, sweetheart. What
is it?”“This is my cat.”“She’s beautiful.” Sarah reached out to scratch her behind the ears and the
cat bore it stoically.The little girl nodded solemnly. “I love her.”“I’m sure she loves you too.”“She
doesn’t like the skirt,” said the older girl. “She tries to claw it off and Dad said you shouldn’t make
her wear it.”“It’s just for while she’s outside. She shouldn’t be naked.”“Cats can’t be naked. You’re
stupid.”“No, I’m not! You are!” She released her stranglehold on the cat who took off like a rocket,
leaving the tiara behind. She climbed out of the wagon and ran down the sidewalk, calling
“Come back, kitty!” long brown curls bouncing, finally disappearing in someone’s yard.“I have to
go help find her. I had a cat, too. Dad said he ran away but I think the witch got him.” The child
nodded as if to accentuate the truth of her words.Sarah was taken aback. “What witch?”“A witch
used to live in your house. Sometimes she comes back.”“Witches aren’t real, you know.” She
smiled.“Not now but in the olden times they were.” Her tone was matter-of-fact. “Bye!” she
shouted over her shoulder and she was off, pulling the wagon down the sidewalk, calling for her
sister.Sarah shook her head and went inside, still smiling. Then she remembered the dead cat in
the basement and her smile faded. Just a coincidence. She shuddered. The house was still
freezing.She took a quick trek down to the coffee shop and warmed up before emailing the
attorney. She took another walk around the city, this time strolling the grounds around The
Citadel and marveling at the huge, live oaks covered with trailing beards of gray Spanish moss.
Farther down at the Battery, the sea looked choppy and gray all the way across the harbor to



Mount Pleasant. Cannon from the Civil War still dotted the park here, and a brass plaque
commemorated the victims of Hurricane Hugo, old and modern tragedy blending quietly
beneath the call of gulls and the soft southern twilight. Willows, bare branches dangling like long,
thin, brown fingers, swayed in the sea breeze.A large white house overlooking the water was
obviously hosting a celebration of some sort. Clear, sparkling lights decorated the trees and
somewhere inside a band played jazz music. A full moon hung in the still blue eastern sky.Still
wandering aimlessly, she found quaint side streets, all of cobblestone, with tall, narrow, wooden-
clad houses. The evening grew darker and light spilled from the fanlights that topped their doors.
High-pitched, childish voices drifted from a door opened to admit a large, gray cat.Turning her
steps toward home, she walked slowly, finding the cobbles somewhat treacherous to navigate in
the now dark streets. She fished the key out of her coat pocket and unlocked her front door,
feeling a little thrill at the thought that this was really her house. The small rooms were still and
quiet as she walked through, touching the paneling on the walls and running her hand along the
curving, well-worn volute at the end of the banister. She shivered, not with cold, but with
happiness that she had found a home in the city her mother had loved so.Chapter Three“It’s a
bijou, your house, I’ve always said so, and I can’t tell you how delighted we are that you bought it
and are restoring it. Did you know there’s a cannonball lodged in the wall facing the Battery?”
Mary-Michael stubbed out her cigarette and closed the window.Sarah had arrived at six carrying
a bottle of wine and the chainsaw. Noble was not at home, having called to say he would be
delayed but to go ahead and have drinks without him. Mary-Michael had taken the opportunity to
swear Sarah to secrecy and then smoke a forbidden cigarette before her husband got home.“I
just don’t want him to worry about me,” she confided in a soft, southern drawl. She resembled a
blonde Renaissance Madonna. “On his side of the family, everyone gets cancer of some sort
and dies young. On my side, we would probably never die if we didn’t acquire a vice or two. My
mother is seventy-five, her mother, my grandmother, is ninety-five, still drives, and she cooks for
all of us at Christmas. Ok, that’s my last cigarette for today. Let’s open that bottle of wine and I
want to hear about everything you’re doing to the house.”Sarah leaned back and sipped from the
exquisitely thin crystal glass. The white Italianate house looked like spun sugar on the outside
with its double side porches and graceful Doric columns but the interior was a riot of vivid colors
accented by heavy, cream-colored crown molding. The curving staircase soared three stories
above the black-and-white checkered, marble foyer. A collie lay asleep in a patch of sunlight on
the first landing. The matching, feather-stuffed sofas they sat on were well worn, comfortable,
and covered with dog hair, as was most of the other furniture.“Everything needs painting. The
plumbing is fine and so is the electrical. I’ve already stripped the awful carpet from the stairs and
it looks a hundred percent better.”“So it sounds like mostly cosmetic issues?”“Mostly. I’m looking
for countertops to match the kitchen floor and all the appliances have to be replaced eventually.
But what’s the story behind the cannonball?”“Charleston was fought over from the very start of
the revolution, you know. Your house took the hit during the final British assault in April of 1780.
The woman living in your house at the time threw an absolute fit about it. She sued the British



military commander for damages and did manage to collect some of the money.”“I’m surprised
no one tried to remove the cannonball and I can’t believe the realtor didn’t tell me.”“I wouldn’t
worry about it too much. The house and cannonball made it through the 1886 earthquake intact.
Probably in some other town it would have been removed a long time ago. In Charleston we tend
to cherish our historical remnants, often to the point of ridiculousness, I have to admit. Have you
submitted any plans to the Board of Architectural Review?”“Not yet, but I don’t plan any outside
changes other than paint and new shutters. I think a soft cream color will go well with the roof
and the shutters will stay black.”“That won’t require the whole Board then. You should get a
response within ten days or so.”“That works for me. I don’t have a painter lined up yet. I’m still
getting things put away and looking for a few more pieces of furniture.”“Will your husband be
joining you or…?” Mary-Michael trailed off expectantly.She knew the question would come at
some point. “No husband. Or rather there soon won’t be. I am in the process of a divorce.”She
was spared further questions when the front door opened and Noble called out, “Hello? Does
anyone have time to fix a drink for a working man? I found this beautiful woman strolling along
the sidewalk so I invited her in.”The dog on the landing woke up, barked, and ran downstairs, tail
thumping in excitement. Noble gave her a thorough scratching behind the ears. Walking
alongside him, a frail-looking elderly woman with perfectly coiffed white hair and twinkling blue
eyes smiled sweetly at them. Noble made sure she was seated comfortably before turning to
kiss his wife and say hello to Sarah. Mary-Michael gave the woman a kiss on the cheek then
busied herself at the small wet bar near the bookshelves.A HauntingThis is a work of fiction.
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Twenty-TwoChapter Twenty-ThreeChapter Twenty-FourChapter Twenty-FiveChapter Twenty-
SixChapter Twenty-SevenEpiloguePrologueGlendower: I can call spirits from the vasty
deep.Hotspur: Why so can I; or so can any man:But will they come when you do call for them?1
Henry IV, 3,1Prologue“The prisoner will stand for sentencing.”The judge looked down at her
husband, who rose, standing awkwardly in handcuffs and shackles. Sarah leaned forward and
clutched the back of the seat in front of her. Here each day the first week of the trial, she
agonized over each charge, each witness that struck blows at his integrity and judgment. She
believed in both until detailed testimony emerged of trips to Aruba with Kelly, a co-worker he had
never mentioned. Kelly, tall, tanned, and what her mother would have called ‘floozy blonde’,
cooperated with the Feds in exchange for immunity.After that humiliating afternoon she stayed
away, focusing on selling the few things she owned that the Feds had not seized. Despite that,
her face appeared in newspapers and at times on local television, or so she had been told. She
stopped watching television and reading the paper soon after the arrest.She was here today to
see how this ended, to see if the frozen feeling that encased her would go away. Reporters
shouted at her to look their way but she hurried up the steps of the courthouse, avoiding the icy
patches left by the weekend snowstorm. Wearing a black skirt and boots, black reefer coat
buttoned up against the cold, she wanted the world to forget her. She looked waiflike in the
slightly too large outfit and the dark sunglasses were glamorous on a small, heart-shaped face.It
felt strange to be out in public again. Her husband’s financial schemes had defrauded the
pension fund for city teachers and firefighters leaving them with no retirement plan and outrage
had been vehement. Her husband’s attorney had advised taking precautions against angry
victims so she went into hiding, grocery shopping at night, never going to restaurants.When her
boss, Phil, recommended a leave of absence, she acquiesced, knowing the publicity was not
good for the small property development company she had loved working for during the past
three years. Two weeks ago, after she made the decision to move away, her co-workers gave her
a going-away lunch. Eve and Sharon cried and everyone promised to keep in touch but she was
sure she saw secret relief on Phil’s face. It hurt to realize that he considered her a liability now
but that was exactly what she would be until time erased the town’s memory.Sean now wore the
standard issue, orange, prison jumpsuit, a painful contrast to the tailored suits he had worn
throughout the trial. In spite of her determination to remain detached, her heart ached for him,
imagining the humiliation he must be feeling right now. Some tiny, conjugal, sympathetic spark
must still exist between them because he turned and their eyes met just as she slipped through
the door and sat down in the back of the courtroom. The judge now finished reviewing the
counts.“Mr. Faust, in view of the particularly widespread and damaging nature of your crimes,
this court imposes the maximum penalty of seven years for each count with each sentence to
run consecutively for a total of twenty-eight years. Restitution paid from seized assets will
continue. Court will be in recess until one p.m.” He banged the gavel.“All rise,” the bailiff
intoned.Everyone stood. Sean and his attorney talked quietly for a few moments then the bailiff
approached the table. Sean said something and the bailiff glanced at Sarah then shook his head



in response. Sean looked back at her before he shuffled out, head down.Sarah found with
surprise that she was crying and sat back down, rummaging through her purse for a tissue. How
could he have done this? Defrauded investors and stolen the life savings of hundreds of people,
destroying their lives just as he had destroyed hers. She wiped her eyes then blew her nose and
the tears stopped. Her purse sagged open and she smiled a little when a small, foldable road
atlas with a highlighted route wandering down the east coast slid out. Time to go.Glendower: I
can call spirits from the vasty deep.Hotspur: Why so can I; or so can any man:But will they come
when you do call for them?1 Henry IV, 3,1Prologue“The prisoner will stand for sentencing.”The
judge looked down at her husband, who rose, standing awkwardly in handcuffs and shackles.
Sarah leaned forward and clutched the back of the seat in front of her. Here each day the first
week of the trial, she agonized over each charge, each witness that struck blows at his integrity
and judgment. She believed in both until detailed testimony emerged of trips to Aruba with Kelly,
a co-worker he had never mentioned. Kelly, tall, tanned, and what her mother would have called
‘floozy blonde’, cooperated with the Feds in exchange for immunity.After that humiliating
afternoon she stayed away, focusing on selling the few things she owned that the Feds had not
seized. Despite that, her face appeared in newspapers and at times on local television, or so she
had been told. She stopped watching television and reading the paper soon after the arrest.She
was here today to see how this ended, to see if the frozen feeling that encased her would go
away. Reporters shouted at her to look their way but she hurried up the steps of the courthouse,
avoiding the icy patches left by the weekend snowstorm. Wearing a black skirt and boots, black
reefer coat buttoned up against the cold, she wanted the world to forget her. She looked waiflike
in the slightly too large outfit and the dark sunglasses were glamorous on a small, heart-shaped
face.It felt strange to be out in public again. Her husband’s financial schemes had defrauded the
pension fund for city teachers and firefighters leaving them with no retirement plan and outrage
had been vehement. Her husband’s attorney had advised taking precautions against angry
victims so she went into hiding, grocery shopping at night, never going to restaurants.When her
boss, Phil, recommended a leave of absence, she acquiesced, knowing the publicity was not
good for the small property development company she had loved working for during the past
three years. Two weeks ago, after she made the decision to move away, her co-workers gave her
a going-away lunch. Eve and Sharon cried and everyone promised to keep in touch but she was
sure she saw secret relief on Phil’s face. It hurt to realize that he considered her a liability now
but that was exactly what she would be until time erased the town’s memory.Sean now wore the
standard issue, orange, prison jumpsuit, a painful contrast to the tailored suits he had worn
throughout the trial. In spite of her determination to remain detached, her heart ached for him,
imagining the humiliation he must be feeling right now. Some tiny, conjugal, sympathetic spark
must still exist between them because he turned and their eyes met just as she slipped through
the door and sat down in the back of the courtroom. The judge now finished reviewing the
counts.“Mr. Faust, in view of the particularly widespread and damaging nature of your crimes,
this court imposes the maximum penalty of seven years for each count with each sentence to



run consecutively for a total of twenty-eight years. Restitution paid from seized assets will
continue. Court will be in recess until one p.m.” He banged the gavel.“All rise,” the bailiff
intoned.Everyone stood. Sean and his attorney talked quietly for a few moments then the bailiff
approached the table. Sean said something and the bailiff glanced at Sarah then shook his head
in response. Sean looked back at her before he shuffled out, head down.Sarah found with
surprise that she was crying and sat back down, rummaging through her purse for a tissue. How
could he have done this? Defrauded investors and stolen the life savings of hundreds of people,
destroying their lives just as he had destroyed hers. She wiped her eyes then blew her nose and
the tears stopped. Her purse sagged open and she smiled a little when a small, foldable road
atlas with a highlighted route wandering down the east coast slid out. Time to go.Chapter
OneThe house has Flemish curves upon its eaves;Its doorways yearn for buckle-shoed young
bloods,Smoking clay pipes, with lace a-droop from sleeves—Moonlight on terraces is like a
story toldBy sleepy link-boys 'round old sedan chairsIn days when tulip bulbs were gold.-
Carolina Chansons“You’re going to love this one. Needs a little tlc but the neighborhood is
impeccable.” Foster Collins of Cooper River Realty sounded genuinely enthused.Sarah looked
around. The cobblestone street was picturesque in the late afternoon light. If not for the cars
parked here and there she could almost think she had gone back to colonial times. She held a
flier that read:“Historic property with established gardens. Desirable S.O.B. location only three
blocks from the Battery. Don’t miss out on an opportunity to own a piece of history. Shown by
appointment only.”“What is an S.O.B. location?”Foster read the flier and laughed. “Not what
you’re probably thinking. It means south of Broad which is traditionally a very good area of
town.”“Oh.”Sarah peered through the leaves. This was the fifth house she had seen today and
one of the very few that fell into her price range. Almost hidden by overgrown shrubs, the narrow
structure was easy to overlook. Crumbling stone steps led directly from the street up to a small
front door, and that tree…“Do you know what kind of tree that is?”“A rowan. It’s supposed to be
as old as the house.”“And how old is that?” She removed her sunglasses and looked up at the
tree looming over the entrance, partially blocking the door.“The original building permit has
never been found in public records. In some historical accounts of the city, there is specific
mention of a house that survived the Great Fire of 1740 serving as a smithy on this spot and
based on that I would estimate it’s around three-hundred-years old. But I doubt that’s accurate.”A
three-hundred-year-old house? Some of the homes on this street could be described as
mansions. This one nestled among them like a poor relation. Double porches with peeling, vine-
choked Tuscan columns adorned the left side of the dwelling. Wicker chairs stacked against the
railing looked moldy with age. Obviously neglected but with good bones, the house seemed to
beg pardon for its humble state. Several of the encircling trees sported green leaves even now in
the deep of winter. The plink of a piano floated over from the red-brick house next door,
reminding her of the piano she had just sold. When she thought of all the money she had flushed
keeping it tuned over the years... hindsight is twenty/twenty.This was her second day in
Charleston, the city her mother had spoken of so longingly from military postings in Japan and



Europe. Sarah’s soldier father’s career had taken them around much of the world but lovely as it
was, her mother always reminisced wistfully about this southern, coastal town.Yesterday had
been Sunday and despite the rain she’d walked the cobblestone streets along with the other
tourists and listened to the church bells tolling, apt in ‘The Holy City’ as the tour guide called it.
She was already succumbing to the dilapidated charm of its shady, overgrown lanes and gated
side yards in which fountains splashed unseen behind oleander and magnolia. This street was a
little more tucked away than some and she hadn’t come across it in yesterday’s
ramblings. “Ready to see the inside?”“Sure. You’re right about the neighborhood; it’s fantastic. I’m
just a little worried about the repairs needed on a three-hundred-year-old house.”“There’ve been
several renovations over the years, obviously, and some rooms are more up to date than others.
I’m not saying you won’t have to make some changes but you’ll find that reflected in the price. I
promise you, it’s worth a look.” He opened the quaint, arched front door to which traces of bright
blue paint still clung. The foyer they stepped into was small and square with a central staircase
rising to the second floor.“The house is what is known as a ‘single’ and was the most common
building style before the Revolution. Most of the rooms on this floor are to the right of the hallway.
The first room on the right would have been called the parlor. The next room you see is wired for
an overhead light so it was probably used as a dining room at some point. The tall ceilings are
characteristic of Charleston houses. They allow heat to rise.”The parlor boasted a classic Adam
fireplace and mantel surrounded by a beautifully paneled wall. Trash filled the dirty hearth and
two grime-encrusted firedogs rested against the back bricks.White-painted wainscoting and
heavy crown-molding adorned both rooms and continued up the staircase. Two pictures, roughly
the same size, hung face to the wall in the foyer. Sarah tried to turn one around and found it
nailed fast. She looked at Foster who shrugged.“Um, not sure what happened there but you can
pull the nails out with a hammer and the holes should be an easy patch job. You can see that the
electrical conduits run along the outside of the walls. Not everyone likes that but I find it charming
and it does accentuate the age of the house. Also, I forgot to tell you that everything in the house
conveys so what you see here is all yours.” He made a grand, sweeping gesture as if to
encompass vast riches and Sarah suppressed a laugh.Behind the foyer, two steps led down to a
small, barely functional kitchen with an old range, (only one of the electric eyes worked) green,
laminate countertops, and what could truly be termed an ice box languishing off by itself near a
door that led to the yard. The floor, however, was marble, gouged and scratched, but still marble.
The larger, creamy squares were broken up with small, blue squares, set in a diamond
pattern.Their steps echoed on the old oak floors and the stair treads creaked when they
mounted the curving staircase to the second floor. Some previous owner had carpeted the steps
and the ancient, stained carpet bunched and sagged like the diseased pelt of a very old animal.
The mahogany banister felt as smooth as silk under her hand.The house’s one bathroom at the
top of the stairs was one of the more up-to-date rooms in the house but decorated in a horrible,
seventies, brown and orange color scheme. There were two bedrooms on this floor; one, slightly
larger, looked out over the overgrown garden on the side of the house. A door in the smaller one



opened to a closet staircase leading to an attic crammed full of bits and pieces left behind by
previous residents.“You can see there’s room for expansion. It wouldn’t take much more than a
little insulation and drywall to turn this into a game room or a bedroom, whatever you want. I
would have all this” he gestured at the items covering most of the floor “hauled away by a
professional junk removal company.”She was noncommittal. She didn’t have the money to have
anything professionally removed. Maybe she could sell some of the stuff on Ebay.“Are the
bedroom floors the same wood used downstairs? They look different.”“Often these old houses
were built with different woods, depending on what was available. I think the floors upstairs are
cherry and maybe another fruitwood. The floor downstairs is oak in all the rooms except for the
kitchen, of course. The painted wainscot and that paneled wall is anyone’s guess as to wood-
type. Maybe you can tell from the grain if it’s still visible. I don’t have that level of expertise.” His
phone buzzed and he excused himself to take the call and went outside.Heading for the small
grime-coated attic window, Sarah accidentally kicked over a half-full duffle bag. The contents
spilled across the floor. Hurriedly gathering everything up and stuffing it back in the bag, she was
surprised to find a wallet containing a driver’s license and credit cards. The expiration date on
the license was March 1989. The bag also contained a gray, moldy toothbrush and several un-
posted letters. She opened one at random.“…and they’re always here now. Yesterday, when I
came home from work they were waiting, all four of them, in front of the hedge in the back. I’m
leaving as soon as I can but I‘m trying to get my deposit back. That bastard at the rental office is
stonewalling me. I’m not crazy and I think he knows more than he’s telling.” She put it back in the
duffle with the wallet.Obviously an unhappy tenant. Odd that he would leave his wallet behind.
She distinctly heard a child crying and she looked out of the window but saw no one. Going back
down to the second floor, Sarah paced the larger of the two rooms, mentally placing furniture.
The bed could be any size she wanted; she had sold the lit matrimoniale when she realized the
extent of her husband’s betrayal. There was no closet. She supposed she could have one built
but it would make the room smaller. A small side-window set in a dormer had a built-in seat with
drawers beneath it.French windows led to an antiquated side porch that needed paint but would
be a nice place for morning coffee. She glimpsed a plank swing moving gently back and forth
underneath a giant oak and she inhaled deeply, feeling engulfed in a sea of green leaves.
Sleeping in this bedroom would feel like sleeping in a tree house. The moist, fragrant air and the
buzzing of invisible insects all around were soothing.A bird flew past the railing, landed near her
feet and then took off again, seeming almost comically alarmed at her presence. She heard the
sound of the piano again and then a door slammed. A little girl waved to her from the porch of
the house next door and Sarah waved back. She saw the realtor standing next to her ancient
Volvo. She had coaxed it along most of the drive down and sent up thanks each time it
started.Outside, Foster finished his phone call. He caught glimpses of his customer at windows
as she moved through the house. She had been tight-lipped from the start. Most clients would at
least tell you where they were moving from but not this one. When asked she just said, “Up
north” and then inquired about property tax rates. However, the north-east was in her voice and



on her car tags.“Hello?” He looked up. She called down from the side porch. “I’m going down to
have a look at the basement.”The basement was gloomy, with rickety, wooden stairs. An
overwhelming smell of putrefaction hit them as soon as they opened the door. They descended
the steps and Foster found the source of the odor. A cat had somehow gotten in but had not
been able to get back out. The desiccated, marmalade-striped body lay under the egress
window. She caught just a glimpse before Foster found an old coal scoop, and took the remains
outside.“I’m so sorry about that. I usually try to pre-inspect a house before I show it but with the
holidays…” He wiped his hands on his pants and trailed off, hoping she hadn’t seen the body too
closely.“Poor cat. Odd that with neighbors on either side no one heard it. I can’t imagine it
starved to death quietly.”Foster shrugged. From the way the neck swung when he scooped it up,
it was obvious that it hadn’t starved to death. Someone or something had snapped its neck.The
floor was actual stone, not concrete, and housed a drainage system and sump pump since wet
basements were not unusual in Charleston during a heavy rain. This one seemed drier than
some she had seen. The washer and dryer connections were down here. An old, oil furnace
filled most of one corner with odd cylinders and elbow joints lying scattered about. She rapped
the side and a bolt fell to the floor.“If you’re interested in the house you should probably have that
looked at by an HVAC company and adjust your offer accordingly.”“That’s the heat right? Has the
house ever had air conditioning?”“If it did, they would have been window units that someone
took with them when they left. The current owner has always rented it out and hasn’t bothered to
upgrade much. I don’t think he has had a tenant in a while.”“How receptive would he be to a
lowball offer?”Foster thought this one over. She didn’t need to know the house had been on and
off their books for nearly ten years and that tenants never stayed more than a few months, if that
long. If this were his house, he would jump on the first chance to get rid of it. Anyone likely to buy
it would have to be from out of town and not have heard the stories and this cautious cutie was
an ideal candidate. Moreover, if certain dark rumors were disregarded, it was a bargain.“Make
an offer if you’re interested. The worst they can do is say no.”“I’ll have to think about it. How soon
could I take possession?”“I would think immediately since it’s empty but you never know until
you ask. Do you have furniture in storage or is it en route from…?”“I don’t have a lot of furniture
so I’ll probably be looking for some pieces here.” She sidestepped that inquiry.“Unless you’re
uber rich, avoid King Street. They have some great pieces of course, but you will pay through the
nose. So, would you like to sit down and write an offer?”She laughed at his eagerness and he
realized she was younger than he had first thought. Early thirties tops.“Give me a day or so. I
have some things to sort out but I promise I’ll let you know by Friday. Of course, I’ll need to have
a home inspection company check it out.”Foster was elated. If he could close this sale, he would
exceed his quota for the month and get a white elephant off the firm’s books to boot. He could
usually tell when someone was going to make an offer but she had a good poker face. He bent
down to re-tie his shoe so she wouldn’t see his excitement.She wasn’t going to tell him yet but
she had already decided. This house, broken, neglected, and in need of repair, was something
she could make beautiful again. This rain-drenched, green plot of land was going to be her new



home.Chapter OneThe house has Flemish curves upon its eaves;Its doorways yearn for buckle-
shoed young bloods,Smoking clay pipes, with lace a-droop from sleeves—Moonlight on
terraces is like a story toldBy sleepy link-boys 'round old sedan chairsIn days when tulip bulbs
were gold.-Carolina Chansons“You’re going to love this one. Needs a little tlc but the
neighborhood is impeccable.” Foster Collins of Cooper River Realty sounded genuinely
enthused.Sarah looked around. The cobblestone street was picturesque in the late afternoon
light. If not for the cars parked here and there she could almost think she had gone back to
colonial times. She held a flier that read:“Historic property with established gardens. Desirable
S.O.B. location only three blocks from the Battery. Don’t miss out on an opportunity to own a
piece of history. Shown by appointment only.”“What is an S.O.B. location?”Foster read the flier
and laughed. “Not what you’re probably thinking. It means south of Broad which is traditionally a
very good area of town.”“Oh.”Sarah peered through the leaves. This was the fifth house she had
seen today and one of the very few that fell into her price range. Almost hidden by overgrown
shrubs, the narrow structure was easy to overlook. Crumbling stone steps led directly from the
street up to a small front door, and that tree…“Do you know what kind of tree that is?”“A rowan.
It’s supposed to be as old as the house.”“And how old is that?” She removed her sunglasses and
looked up at the tree looming over the entrance, partially blocking the door.“The original building
permit has never been found in public records. In some historical accounts of the city, there is
specific mention of a house that survived the Great Fire of 1740 serving as a smithy on this spot
and based on that I would estimate it’s around three-hundred-years old. But I doubt that’s
accurate.”A three-hundred-year-old house? Some of the homes on this street could be
described as mansions. This one nestled among them like a poor relation. Double porches with
peeling, vine-choked Tuscan columns adorned the left side of the dwelling. Wicker chairs
stacked against the railing looked moldy with age. Obviously neglected but with good bones, the
house seemed to beg pardon for its humble state. Several of the encircling trees sported green
leaves even now in the deep of winter. The plink of a piano floated over from the red-brick house
next door, reminding her of the piano she had just sold. When she thought of all the money she
had flushed keeping it tuned over the years... hindsight is twenty/twenty.This was her second
day in Charleston, the city her mother had spoken of so longingly from military postings in Japan
and Europe. Sarah’s soldier father’s career had taken them around much of the world but lovely
as it was, her mother always reminisced wistfully about this southern, coastal town.Yesterday
had been Sunday and despite the rain she’d walked the cobblestone streets along with the other
tourists and listened to the church bells tolling, apt in ‘The Holy City’ as the tour guide called it.
She was already succumbing to the dilapidated charm of its shady, overgrown lanes and gated
side yards in which fountains splashed unseen behind oleander and magnolia. This street was a
little more tucked away than some and she hadn’t come across it in yesterday’s
ramblings. “Ready to see the inside?”“Sure. You’re right about the neighborhood; it’s fantastic. I’m
just a little worried about the repairs needed on a three-hundred-year-old house.”“There’ve been
several renovations over the years, obviously, and some rooms are more up to date than others.



I’m not saying you won’t have to make some changes but you’ll find that reflected in the price. I
promise you, it’s worth a look.” He opened the quaint, arched front door to which traces of bright
blue paint still clung. The foyer they stepped into was small and square with a central staircase
rising to the second floor.“The house is what is known as a ‘single’ and was the most common
building style before the Revolution. Most of the rooms on this floor are to the right of the hallway.
The first room on the right would have been called the parlor. The next room you see is wired for
an overhead light so it was probably used as a dining room at some point. The tall ceilings are
characteristic of Charleston houses. They allow heat to rise.”The parlor boasted a classic Adam
fireplace and mantel surrounded by a beautifully paneled wall. Trash filled the dirty hearth and
two grime-encrusted firedogs rested against the back bricks.White-painted wainscoting and
heavy crown-molding adorned both rooms and continued up the staircase. Two pictures, roughly
the same size, hung face to the wall in the foyer. Sarah tried to turn one around and found it
nailed fast. She looked at Foster who shrugged.“Um, not sure what happened there but you can
pull the nails out with a hammer and the holes should be an easy patch job. You can see that the
electrical conduits run along the outside of the walls. Not everyone likes that but I find it charming
and it does accentuate the age of the house. Also, I forgot to tell you that everything in the house
conveys so what you see here is all yours.” He made a grand, sweeping gesture as if to
encompass vast riches and Sarah suppressed a laugh.Behind the foyer, two steps led down to a
small, barely functional kitchen with an old range, (only one of the electric eyes worked) green,
laminate countertops, and what could truly be termed an ice box languishing off by itself near a
door that led to the yard. The floor, however, was marble, gouged and scratched, but still marble.
The larger, creamy squares were broken up with small, blue squares, set in a diamond
pattern.Their steps echoed on the old oak floors and the stair treads creaked when they
mounted the curving staircase to the second floor. Some previous owner had carpeted the steps
and the ancient, stained carpet bunched and sagged like the diseased pelt of a very old animal.
The mahogany banister felt as smooth as silk under her hand.The house’s one bathroom at the
top of the stairs was one of the more up-to-date rooms in the house but decorated in a horrible,
seventies, brown and orange color scheme. There were two bedrooms on this floor; one, slightly
larger, looked out over the overgrown garden on the side of the house. A door in the smaller one
opened to a closet staircase leading to an attic crammed full of bits and pieces left behind by
previous residents.“You can see there’s room for expansion. It wouldn’t take much more than a
little insulation and drywall to turn this into a game room or a bedroom, whatever you want. I
would have all this” he gestured at the items covering most of the floor “hauled away by a
professional junk removal company.”She was noncommittal. She didn’t have the money to have
anything professionally removed. Maybe she could sell some of the stuff on Ebay.“Are the
bedroom floors the same wood used downstairs? They look different.”“Often these old houses
were built with different woods, depending on what was available. I think the floors upstairs are
cherry and maybe another fruitwood. The floor downstairs is oak in all the rooms except for the
kitchen, of course. The painted wainscot and that paneled wall is anyone’s guess as to wood-



type. Maybe you can tell from the grain if it’s still visible. I don’t have that level of expertise.” His
phone buzzed and he excused himself to take the call and went outside.Heading for the small
grime-coated attic window, Sarah accidentally kicked over a half-full duffle bag. The contents
spilled across the floor. Hurriedly gathering everything up and stuffing it back in the bag, she was
surprised to find a wallet containing a driver’s license and credit cards. The expiration date on
the license was March 1989. The bag also contained a gray, moldy toothbrush and several un-
posted letters. She opened one at random.“…and they’re always here now. Yesterday, when I
came home from work they were waiting, all four of them, in front of the hedge in the back. I’m
leaving as soon as I can but I‘m trying to get my deposit back. That bastard at the rental office is
stonewalling me. I’m not crazy and I think he knows more than he’s telling.” She put it back in the
duffle with the wallet.Obviously an unhappy tenant. Odd that he would leave his wallet behind.
She distinctly heard a child crying and she looked out of the window but saw no one. Going back
down to the second floor, Sarah paced the larger of the two rooms, mentally placing furniture.
The bed could be any size she wanted; she had sold the lit matrimoniale when she realized the
extent of her husband’s betrayal. There was no closet. She supposed she could have one built
but it would make the room smaller. A small side-window set in a dormer had a built-in seat with
drawers beneath it.French windows led to an antiquated side porch that needed paint but would
be a nice place for morning coffee. She glimpsed a plank swing moving gently back and forth
underneath a giant oak and she inhaled deeply, feeling engulfed in a sea of green leaves.
Sleeping in this bedroom would feel like sleeping in a tree house. The moist, fragrant air and the
buzzing of invisible insects all around were soothing.A bird flew past the railing, landed near her
feet and then took off again, seeming almost comically alarmed at her presence. She heard the
sound of the piano again and then a door slammed. A little girl waved to her from the porch of
the house next door and Sarah waved back. She saw the realtor standing next to her ancient
Volvo. She had coaxed it along most of the drive down and sent up thanks each time it
started.Outside, Foster finished his phone call. He caught glimpses of his customer at windows
as she moved through the house. She had been tight-lipped from the start. Most clients would at
least tell you where they were moving from but not this one. When asked she just said, “Up
north” and then inquired about property tax rates. However, the north-east was in her voice and
on her car tags.“Hello?” He looked up. She called down from the side porch. “I’m going down to
have a look at the basement.”The basement was gloomy, with rickety, wooden stairs. An
overwhelming smell of putrefaction hit them as soon as they opened the door. They descended
the steps and Foster found the source of the odor. A cat had somehow gotten in but had not
been able to get back out. The desiccated, marmalade-striped body lay under the egress
window. She caught just a glimpse before Foster found an old coal scoop, and took the remains
outside.“I’m so sorry about that. I usually try to pre-inspect a house before I show it but with the
holidays…” He wiped his hands on his pants and trailed off, hoping she hadn’t seen the body too
closely.“Poor cat. Odd that with neighbors on either side no one heard it. I can’t imagine it
starved to death quietly.”Foster shrugged. From the way the neck swung when he scooped it up,



it was obvious that it hadn’t starved to death. Someone or something had snapped its neck.The
floor was actual stone, not concrete, and housed a drainage system and sump pump since wet
basements were not unusual in Charleston during a heavy rain. This one seemed drier than
some she had seen. The washer and dryer connections were down here. An old, oil furnace
filled most of one corner with odd cylinders and elbow joints lying scattered about. She rapped
the side and a bolt fell to the floor.“If you’re interested in the house you should probably have that
looked at by an HVAC company and adjust your offer accordingly.”“That’s the heat right? Has the
house ever had air conditioning?”“If it did, they would have been window units that someone
took with them when they left. The current owner has always rented it out and hasn’t bothered to
upgrade much. I don’t think he has had a tenant in a while.”“How receptive would he be to a
lowball offer?”Foster thought this one over. She didn’t need to know the house had been on and
off their books for nearly ten years and that tenants never stayed more than a few months, if that
long. If this were his house, he would jump on the first chance to get rid of it. Anyone likely to buy
it would have to be from out of town and not have heard the stories and this cautious cutie was
an ideal candidate. Moreover, if certain dark rumors were disregarded, it was a bargain.“Make
an offer if you’re interested. The worst they can do is say no.”“I’ll have to think about it. How soon
could I take possession?”“I would think immediately since it’s empty but you never know until
you ask. Do you have furniture in storage or is it en route from…?”“I don’t have a lot of furniture
so I’ll probably be looking for some pieces here.” She sidestepped that inquiry.“Unless you’re
uber rich, avoid King Street. They have some great pieces of course, but you will pay through the
nose. So, would you like to sit down and write an offer?”She laughed at his eagerness and he
realized she was younger than he had first thought. Early thirties tops.“Give me a day or so. I
have some things to sort out but I promise I’ll let you know by Friday. Of course, I’ll need to have
a home inspection company check it out.”Foster was elated. If he could close this sale, he would
exceed his quota for the month and get a white elephant off the firm’s books to boot. He could
usually tell when someone was going to make an offer but she had a good poker face. He bent
down to re-tie his shoe so she wouldn’t see his excitement.She wasn’t going to tell him yet but
she had already decided. This house, broken, neglected, and in need of repair, was something
she could make beautiful again. This rain-drenched, green plot of land was going to be her new
home.Chapter TwoIn the days and hours of Saturn thou canst perform experiments to summon
souls from Hades but only of those who have died a natural death.-Clavicula SalomonisThe sun
shone on cobblestones still wet from an early morning rain as small, brown birds flitted from tree
to tree. Sarah stood in front of the parlor window, happily surveying her new property. When the
owner accepted her offer within hours two weeks ago, she asked for approval to move in early,
offering to pay a nightly rate but he refused, leaving her stuck in the hotel. So after the closing
yesterday evening she came straight over here with the few things she had, camping out on the
floor.She slept badly, hearing thumps in the walls and soft scratching sounds at the bedroom
window. The home inspector hadn’t seen any evidence of a pest problem but maybe she
needed to call an exterminator anyway.A quick shower this morning revitalized her and she



decided to tackle the yard while she waited for the furniture she bought last week to arrive. A
used-furniture store out on Maybank Highway yielded some bargains and she was now the
proud owner of a washer and dryer, a mahogany, rice-carved, four-poster bed with matching
chest and a flame-stitch fabric sofa she was told was a Chippendale reproduction.“That fabric
ain’t been fashionable since nineteen eighty-five but it is sure in good shape,” the proprietor, an
elderly but very spry gentleman named Frederick March told her. He kept up a running
commentary as he walked with her around his two-story shop that was once a feed store. “That
old woman that owned it lived on Johns Island, out near the deep water in a house her daddy
built for her and her sister. The sister died right after they moved in but the old woman stayed
there forty years by herself. She had one of the first air conditioners on the island and she kept
that place so cold- I ain’t never seen furniture so well-preserved, like it was in a freezer. Now that
bed, that might have come from down near Beaufort but I can’t remember for sure.”She arranged
to have the items delivered the day after the closing and paid in cash. Thinking about it, she now
wished she had thought to buy some end tables. Her lamps were currently on the floor. At least
she would have something to sit on and sleep in.This morning, the garden called her outside
and she responded eagerly, wearing old jeans, a Sox cap, one of Sean’s old flannel shirts, and
no makeup. Trimming back an enormous hydrangea revealed two ancient gateposts marking the
beginning of a stone pathway in the yard as well as a rusting, wrought-iron fence bordering the
yard closest to the street.“Those are probably tabby you know.”She turned around. A very nicely-
dressed man standing on the sidewalk in front of her house nodded to her. She must look
confused because he repeated himself.“Your gate posts there. The mortar holding the brick
together is mixed tabby.”“What is tabby? Are you telling me someone killed a cat and mixed it
with the mortar?”He laughed. “Tabby is a type of construction mortar. The early settlers burned
oyster shells to create lime and mixed it with local sand to make a sort of concrete that’s all over
historic parts of the city. It’s still used sometimes but we make it with Portland cement now so it’s
more durable.”He smiled warmly. “I’m Noble Connelly, and I’m full of useless information about
tabby posts and other subjects. My wife and I live in the white money-pit down the street and we
heard a Yankee bought the house. You didn’t waste any time moving in did you?”“It’s a pleasure
to meet you. I’m Sarah Faust and no, there wasn’t time to waste. The hotels around here do a
thriving business and there was no more room for me after the eleventh. I was able to negotiate
a quick closing and here I am.” She removed her work gloves, reached across the post to shake
his hand, and felt something sharp pierce the soft flesh of her forearm. Blood dripped onto the
post and she looked in dismay at an inch long gash in her arm.“Oh, my dear, I should have
warned you. Here, let me help.” Noble pulled out a handkerchief (who carried handkerchiefs
anymore?) and wrapped it around the cut.“Traditionally, we cover tabby structures with plaster
because the oyster shell fragments are so sharp, you see. The plaster has worn completely off
these. I’m not surprised considering how old they probably are. There, I think it’s stopped
now.”“Thanks. I’m going in to run some water over it but again, it was a pleasure to meet you and
I look forward to meeting your wife. I hope to have the garden tamed and a little more



presentable soon.”“That tree is going to eat your door. Are you going to have a landscaper in
or…?”“Oh no, I like to do my own gardening.” She crossed her fingers behind her back as she
lied. She had never gardened in her life but she certainly could not afford a landscaper and
planned to wing it and hope for the best.“The tree is on my shortlist. I don’t have a chainsaw yet
so-”“I have one. I’m on my way to my office but I’ll drop by this evening and bring the chainsaw if
you like.”“Really? That is so kind of you.”“It’s nothing. See you later this evening." He waved and
was gone.She was touched by his kindness. On the other hand, maybe the tree was something
everyone in the neighborhood wanted gone. She couldn’t blame them. She started for the house
to take care of her arm and remembered she didn’t have any band-aids. One more thing for the
list she had not started yet. Might as well do it now.MilkBand-aidsCoffeeWalking through the
main floor, she added floor wax and window cleaner. Upstairs she wrote: bathroom cleaner, shelf
paper and- she jumped back - some kind of spray to kill the millipedes that just ran under the
baseboard. She started wiping down the shelves in the miniscule linen closet then made herself
stop. Focus. There was so much to do and she could not keep jumping from task to task without
finishing anything.Back outside she hauled the hydrangea branches over to a corner in the back
of the lot. The brick wall back here must have collapsed in the rains of the past few days. She
stumbled on bricks and slipped in the mud that had spread onto the grass. Stacking the old
bricks in a neat pile she heard a metallic clang.Under a heavy clump of vines was a bronze
head, somewhat sunken in the ground and still covered with mud. The large, heavy-browed skull
sported ugly, twisted horns. Pan maybe? She scraped more of the mud away. It had none of the
puckish charm usually associated with Pan and instead looked deformed and brutish. She dug
at the ground around it, clearing away spongy, decaying, clumps of leaves and revealing goat-
like legs with cloven hooves. Someone had fastened a crudely fashioned, heavy, iron collar with
inverted, nasty-looking spikes around the squat neck.Sarah instinctively reached out to try to
remove it but when she touched it, it felt oddly warm. She sat back on her heels. This was a
mystery but a house this old was bound to have some interesting stories surrounding it. She
scraped more mud away from around the base of the figure, finding little parterres arranged in
an octagonal pattern around the satyr. She stacked the debris on the growing pile in the corner,
and went inside to wash her hands, feeling she deserved a coffee break. And then remembered
she didn’t have any coffee beans nor did she know where her grinder was. Of course.Not
wanting to have to find her phone she turned her laptop on to check the time. Almost noon. Mr.
March had said she would be the first stop after lunch on the delivery schedule and not wanting
to miss them; she sat on the peeling steps of the side porch and sipped a glass of water. She
tried pulling up her bank account before remembering she still needed to get internet service set
up. There were several wireless connections showing as available but she didn’t want to vampire
on to any of her neighbors’ services. Bad first impression to make if they noticed somehow. She
reminded herself to check on the status of her job applications as well. She had applied online to
so many different companies, she had almost lost track.Ok. Time to tackle the list of Things to
do to the House. She already knew she wanted to paint the dingy, grayish stucco a warm, cream



color. The red roof tiles were in good shape according to her home inspector, and the red would
go beautifully with the cream. The shutters had turned out to be rotten and would have to be
replaced as would several of the balusters on the porch railing.While the kitchen was small by
modern standards, lacked counter space, and had an awkward layout, she was still delighted by
the marble floor. Matching, natural marble slab countertops would replace the green melamine
horrors currently in place and she had already taken measurements preparing to call some
stone retailers. Overall, the house was structurally sound but in need of a thorough update.A
hiss of air brakes up the street caught her attention. A white delivery truck lumbered slowly past
the cars parked on the narrow street. From her viewpoint it came breathtakingly close to hitting a
couple of them but it didn’t hesitate and soon parked in front of her house. Two beefy-looking
young men climbed down from the cab and, to her surprise, so did Mr. March.“It’s nice to see
you again, Mr. March, but who’s minding the store?”He chuckled. “My daughter knows nearly as
much about the business as I do and I like coming into the city. She’s a charmer, my old city, and
I like to check up on her from time to time. Besides, this address rang a bell for some reason and
I couldn’t figure out why. It’ll come to me while my grandson here and his friend get your
things.”The boys rolled the door of the truck up and lowered the ramp. The only difficulty was
maneuvering around the tree hanging over the door but they managed to work around it. The
boys had the furniture in place in no time and even hooked up the washer and dryer in the
basement. She tipped them a twenty and hoped that was enough. The bed looked higher than it
had in the store, maybe she should have bought the steps that went with it but seventy-five
dollars was a lot of money to her right now.“It’s going to be even taller when you get the mattress
and box springs on there.” Almost as if he had read her mind, Mr. March entered the bedroom
carrying the mahogany steps she had turned down. He set them by the bed. “I thought you’d
want ‘em once you saw it all set up. Most people do.”“You were right. It was going to be quite a
climb.”“Well, I’ll be on my way. Lots more to deliver today. I sure wish I could remember what I
wanted to about this place.”She went downstairs with him, found her purse and gave him the
cash for the steps. They pushed the overhanging tree branch up so they could walk out the front
door.“This will be gone the next time you make a delivery. I’m just waiting for a chainsaw.”“It’s not
the prettiest tree I’ve ever seen and I suppose you won’t miss it but you don’t see a whole lot of
rowan trees growing this far south. I’m surprised it’s gotten this big and-” He broke off and stared
at the cleared bed and its bronze figure. A look of dawning recognition mixed with something
else spread across his suddenly pale face.“Young lady, are you renting this house or did you buy
it? I can’t recollect what you told me.”Sarah was puzzled by the expression on his face and the
urgency in his voice. “I bought it yesterday and I know it doesn’t look like much at the moment
but I-”“Are you one of those- what do you call ‘em? House flippers? Is that what you plan on
doing?”“No, I plan to stay.”“Then may the good Lord help you.” He climbed into the truck cab
followed by his grandson who started the engine and began backing slowly down the street
before turning around.Sarah stood on the curb, feeling as if she had been slapped. The truck
stopped and Mr. March leaned out the window and shouted.“Whatever you do, don’t cut down



that tree. Trim it if you need to but take good care of it.” They rumbled away, bouncing over the
cobbles, again clearing the parked cars by mere inches.A hush fell on the street. The sounds of
chirping birds and the rustling leaves again predominated. What on earth had he meant by all
that? The house needed work but it wasn’t that bad. Maybe he thought the tree had grown into
the foundation. She peered around the roots but didn’t see any buckling or broken stone next to
the house and the home inspector would have caught something like that anyway.Sarah sighed,
the new mattress should be here anytime and she had things she needed to get done. Inside,
the house was full of little whispering sounds and she thought she smelled a lingering odor of
decay from the dead cat the realtor had removed. Down in the basement the washer and dryer
were a welcome sight and she started a load of whites, adding her neighbor’s bloodied
handkerchief. The area smelled faintly of mold; she must have imagined the other smell.
Crouched in the corner like a giant, dismembered spider, the old furnace was a reminder of one
of the many expensive projects awaiting her. Footsteps sounded overhead and she ran up the
steps and peered around the door.No one was in sight but the front door stood open. Puzzled,
she looked out and saw the branches on the tree swaying. Nothing in the house was amiss but
there wasn’t that much here to harm anyway. She shut the door and seconds later someone
knocked then rang the bell. She opened the door.“That was fast! Are you Ms. Faust? Great.
We’ve got your mattress. Just show me where it goes and we’ll get you all set up.” A tall young
man in khaki shorts and a Spoleto t-shirt smiled down at her.“Right up here, if you want to follow
me.” She led the way upstairs. “Be careful on that carpet, it’s a trip hazard but I haven’t had time
to remove it.”Wow. The bed was high with the mattress and box springs. The steps were going to
be useful. After the delivery guys left, she ran back upstairs and leapt onto the bed, luxuriating in
the extra soft pillow top layer, thinking she would get a better night’s sleep tonight. From this
vantage point, she could see the upper branches in the trees off the porch. The swing ropes
moved lazily back and forth. Getting up she walked out and looked down. Odd that the swing
continued to move while the breeze had died away. A jeweled lizard darted across the railing,
scurrying down the column headfirst. The dryer buzzer went off and she forgot about the
swing.Making the bed with fresh, clean sheets, she found her extra blankets and left them on the
end of the bed. She still didn’t have any heat in the house but it wasn’t that much of a problem
right now and maybe it wouldn’t be until she could get an HVAC company out.By four o’clock
that afternoon, she was almost ready to call it a day. She had looked up an HVAC contractor with
whom she now had an appointment for next week. Internet service installation was scheduled for
tomorrow and she had a full fridge, cleaning supplies, shelf paper, band-aids, and a claw
hammer. She wanted to get those pictures off the walls. She had a feeling she was dealing with
plaster walls, not drywall, just because of the irregular look of the surface in places but was
reasonably confident she could make whatever patches were needed.The first one in the foyer
came off easily and she turned it around eagerly to find that instead of some valuable work of
art, it was a mirror, old and missing the silvering in places but not in bad shape. Why would
anyone nail a mirror backwards on a wall? She knelt, propped it against the wall, and just



glimpsed the reflection of a dark figure moving into her kitchen. She whirled around, heart
pounding and called out “Who’s there? I’m dialing the police right now.” She really had no idea
where her phone was, but she grabbed the hammer and walked slowly toward the kitchen. No
one was there and the back door was closed and locked. Angry now, she made a full sweep of
the house, almost tripping over the stupid carpet on the stairs. She found no one.Ok. What had
she really seen? It must have been a reflection of something from outside because no one else
was in the house. Every house had its quirks. Large trees and shrubs surrounded this one.
Those were bound to cast some shadows. She still felt uneasy and her adrenalin was
pumping.Taking the hammer, she hooked it under the edge of the carpet on the top step and
pulled hard. Tacks popped and the section pulled free, dust billowing. She continued all the way
down, coughing in the dust, but not stopping until she reached the bottom, dragging the heavy
mass over into the dining room corner. A fine grit still covered the steps but it didn’t take long to
vacuum it off and reveal golden oak treads in reasonably good shape. Her uneasy feeling
changed to one of satisfaction as she polished them to a glowing sheen. She sat on the top step
and surveyed her work happily. The doorbell rang.“Bet you thought I’d forgotten.” Her neighbor,
needing only a hockey mask to complete the look of a murderer from a horror film, brandished a
chainsaw then set it down next to a gas can on the steps. “There is already gas in it so you
probably won’t need the can but I brought it just in case. Return it anytime, no hurry.” He looked
past her into the foyer. The setting sun poured through the open door illuminating the curving
staircase and its newly polished wood. “Someone’s been busy. Did you do this yourself?”“I did.
That carpet was awful. Thanks for the chainsaw; I’ll get it back to you tomorrow.”“Come over
tomorrow evening for drinks, let’s say around six? The old ball and chain wants to meet you but
doesn’t want to barge in uninvited. I have no such compunctions.”“I’ll be there and thanks
again.”Evening brought a new chill to the house and Sarah was grateful for the warmth the
stove’s single electric eye provided as she scrambled an omelet for supper. The range was so
old she didn’t recognize the brand name on the door. The kitchen cabinets weren’t as bad as
she originally thought and would probably look fine after a good sanding and a coat or two of
paint. One door revealed a fold-out ironing board in perfect working order and a drawer
contained a metal chute that led to who knows where.The beautifully paneled wall next to the
back door would not need anything more than a coat of paint either. Near the baseboard she
noticed a small metal plate that read “Fain Fold-Away, West 23rd Street, Norfolk, Virginia.” Hmm.
Feeling around, she found a concealed handle under a panel and pulled. A small bench
unhinged from the wall and folded legs dropped to the floor supporting it. In the wall’s center, she
found two more hidden handles and unfolded a small, hinged table. A concealed breakfast nook.
She laughed, delighted with the find, wondering what other surprises the house held. Sitting
down, she ate her first meal in her new house and wondered when this nook was last used.After
washing her dishes she folded everything back into the wall then, walking through the main floor,
paused to admire her staircase once more. The bronze, pendant light hanging in the foyer cast
sparkles of light that made the wood appear to shimmer. She reached for the light switch then



stopped, feeling suddenly cold. Very clearly reflected in the mirror still propped against the wall
was a dark shape. It hovered just above the floor, almost as if it wanted her to see it, before it
scuttled into the kitchen and out of view. This time, she didn’t bother to call out and ran into the
kitchen, ready to confront whatever it was- and once again found nothing and a locked, back
door. The room, chilly before, was now positively freezing and she saw her breath in the air.
Leaving the lights on she ran upstairs, closed and locked the bedroom door, and, feeling about
six years old, sat in the middle of her tall bed wrapped in blankets, finally falling asleep after
midnight.She opened her eyes the next day to a morning well-advanced. After breakfast she
decided last night’s apparition had a logical explanation, something along the lines of “more of
gravy than of grave,” and she felt more in control and ready to face whatever the day brought. Or
so she thought.When the doorbell rang and she opened the door to the Fed Ex deliveryman,
she was surprised and a little excited. Who didn’t like getting packages? It turned out she didn’t
like this one. The lawyer she engaged to handle her divorce from Sean had hit a hurdle and as
she read through the letter, she felt a sense of dread.She had thought that divorcing someone
for a fairly public adultery would be straightforward. It turned out not to be if the accused denied
the accusation and demanded proof and that was exactly what Sean had done. The attorney
enclosed a sealed envelope containing a letter that her husband had asked to be forwarded to
her. She held it tightly for a few minutes before setting it aside. She didn’t want to read it.So now
she had the option of pursuing the divorce on grounds of irreconcilable differences, which was
what the attorney had advised in the first place, or she could try to find proof of the adultery,
usually an expensive and sordid quest. Just thinking about dragging all that up made her tired. In
one way she didn’t care if they divorced or not. She just never wanted to see or think about him
again. In another way though, there were legal ramifications involved in staying married to
him.The money she used to buy this house came from a life insurance settlement plus a legacy
both of which came to her when her parents died. She and Sean had been saving that and
banking most of her salary to buy a house and fortunately she had been able to prove it had
nothing to do with Sean or his company when the court was evaluating their assets. A lot of her
salary went to Sean’s defense attorney but not all. It now dawned on her that Sean could claim
half of this property as well as anything else she acquired until they were officially divorced. She
had been stupid not to clear this up before she moved on. She decided she would send her
attorney a quick email asking for an opinion on what she could do about that. In the meantime,
she had other things to do.The possessive feelings this house aroused were hard to explain.
Maybe it was the fact that it was the first house she had ever owned or perhaps it represented a
refuge from the shambles her life had become. She was trying to create order out of chaos in
more ways than one. Laying the papers aside, she grabbed a roll of shelf liner.The tiny bath
upstairs had a claw foot tub, a sink attached directly to the wall, and a toilet. All were white
porcelain but were badly scratched and stained. Someone had installed brown carpet (who put
carpet in a bathroom?) and she thought the moldy smell probably came from that. She tried to
avoid walking on it with bare feet. There was not a lot of built-in storage space in this house so



even the miniscule linen closet in here was a bonus. After wiping them down, she lined the old
wooden shelves with contact paper and finally put away her towels and washcloths.Today was
colder than yesterday. The fireplace worked; she just needed firewood and this was a perfect
opportunity to get rid of that tree and get some heat at the same time. She retrieved the
chainsaw from the basement and went outside.A cold wind blew, swirling dead leaves around
the sidewalk and yard. The poor tree seemed to hang protectively over the door and she
hesitated. How could she destroy a (possibly) three-hundred year-old tree? How long did
rowans live? Mr. March had told her to take care of it. It might be best to trim it and see if she
could make it look a little better without cutting it down completely.The saw felt heavier than it
had yesterday, almost as if something didn’t want her to lift it. She strained to maneuver it toward
the limb hanging low over the door when the pressure ceased, as if a rubber band had snapped
and released it. The chain hit the limb hard, immediately severing it so that it fell on her right foot.
She barely kept the saw from slicing into the front door through forward momentum. Setting the
saw down, she limped to the edge of the stoop and sat, massaging her foot. The tree did look
better but it wept copious amounts of viscous, gray sap down the trunk. There was no way it
would burn yet. She cut the fallen limb into sections, and then stacked them on the side porch to
dry out.A rustling sound in the shrubs caught her attention and she turned to see two little girls
come around the corner of the house. One, slightly bigger, pulled a red painted wagon in which a
smaller girl wearing glasses sat, holding tightly to a cat adorned with a plastic tiara askew
around its ears. A tiny elasticized skirt fit snugly around its middle. She looked down at it with a
fierce expression of love. The cat looked resigned.“Hi. Do you live here now?” the oldest girl
asked.“I do. My name is Sarah. Do you live on this street?”The older girl made a sweeping
gesture that took in most of the street. “My Dad lives here but we only stay there sometimes.”“Let
me talk, let me talk!” the littlest girl shouted. “I have to tell you something!”“Ok, sweetheart. What
is it?”“This is my cat.”“She’s beautiful.” Sarah reached out to scratch her behind the ears and the
cat bore it stoically.The little girl nodded solemnly. “I love her.”“I’m sure she loves you too.”“She
doesn’t like the skirt,” said the older girl. “She tries to claw it off and Dad said you shouldn’t make
her wear it.”“It’s just for while she’s outside. She shouldn’t be naked.”“Cats can’t be naked. You’re
stupid.”“No, I’m not! You are!” She released her stranglehold on the cat who took off like a rocket,
leaving the tiara behind. She climbed out of the wagon and ran down the sidewalk, calling
“Come back, kitty!” long brown curls bouncing, finally disappearing in someone’s yard.“I have to
go help find her. I had a cat, too. Dad said he ran away but I think the witch got him.” The child
nodded as if to accentuate the truth of her words.Sarah was taken aback. “What witch?”“A witch
used to live in your house. Sometimes she comes back.”“Witches aren’t real, you know.” She
smiled.“Not now but in the olden times they were.” Her tone was matter-of-fact. “Bye!” she
shouted over her shoulder and she was off, pulling the wagon down the sidewalk, calling for her
sister.Sarah shook her head and went inside, still smiling. Then she remembered the dead cat in
the basement and her smile faded. Just a coincidence. She shuddered. The house was still
freezing.She took a quick trek down to the coffee shop and warmed up before emailing the



attorney. She took another walk around the city, this time strolling the grounds around The
Citadel and marveling at the huge, live oaks covered with trailing beards of gray Spanish moss.
Farther down at the Battery, the sea looked choppy and gray all the way across the harbor to
Mount Pleasant. Cannon from the Civil War still dotted the park here, and a brass plaque
commemorated the victims of Hurricane Hugo, old and modern tragedy blending quietly
beneath the call of gulls and the soft southern twilight. Willows, bare branches dangling like long,
thin, brown fingers, swayed in the sea breeze.A large white house overlooking the water was
obviously hosting a celebration of some sort. Clear, sparkling lights decorated the trees and
somewhere inside a band played jazz music. A full moon hung in the still blue eastern sky.Still
wandering aimlessly, she found quaint side streets, all of cobblestone, with tall, narrow, wooden-
clad houses. The evening grew darker and light spilled from the fanlights that topped their doors.
High-pitched, childish voices drifted from a door opened to admit a large, gray cat.Turning her
steps toward home, she walked slowly, finding the cobbles somewhat treacherous to navigate in
the now dark streets. She fished the key out of her coat pocket and unlocked her front door,
feeling a little thrill at the thought that this was really her house. The small rooms were still and
quiet as she walked through, touching the paneling on the walls and running her hand along the
curving, well-worn volute at the end of the banister. She shivered, not with cold, but with
happiness that she had found a home in the city her mother had loved so.Chapter TwoIn the
days and hours of Saturn thou canst perform experiments to summon souls from Hades but only
of those who have died a natural death.-Clavicula SalomonisThe sun shone on cobblestones
still wet from an early morning rain as small, brown birds flitted from tree to tree. Sarah stood in
front of the parlor window, happily surveying her new property. When the owner accepted her
offer within hours two weeks ago, she asked for approval to move in early, offering to pay a
nightly rate but he refused, leaving her stuck in the hotel. So after the closing yesterday evening
she came straight over here with the few things she had, camping out on the floor.She slept
badly, hearing thumps in the walls and soft scratching sounds at the bedroom window. The
home inspector hadn’t seen any evidence of a pest problem but maybe she needed to call an
exterminator anyway.A quick shower this morning revitalized her and she decided to tackle the
yard while she waited for the furniture she bought last week to arrive. A used-furniture store out
on Maybank Highway yielded some bargains and she was now the proud owner of a washer and
dryer, a mahogany, rice-carved, four-poster bed with matching chest and a flame-stitch fabric
sofa she was told was a Chippendale reproduction.“That fabric ain’t been fashionable since
nineteen eighty-five but it is sure in good shape,” the proprietor, an elderly but very spry
gentleman named Frederick March told her. He kept up a running commentary as he walked
with her around his two-story shop that was once a feed store. “That old woman that owned it
lived on Johns Island, out near the deep water in a house her daddy built for her and her sister.
The sister died right after they moved in but the old woman stayed there forty years by herself.
She had one of the first air conditioners on the island and she kept that place so cold- I ain’t
never seen furniture so well-preserved, like it was in a freezer. Now that bed, that might have



come from down near Beaufort but I can’t remember for sure.”She arranged to have the items
delivered the day after the closing and paid in cash. Thinking about it, she now wished she had
thought to buy some end tables. Her lamps were currently on the floor. At least she would have
something to sit on and sleep in.This morning, the garden called her outside and she responded
eagerly, wearing old jeans, a Sox cap, one of Sean’s old flannel shirts, and no makeup. Trimming
back an enormous hydrangea revealed two ancient gateposts marking the beginning of a stone
pathway in the yard as well as a rusting, wrought-iron fence bordering the yard closest to the
street.“Those are probably tabby you know.”She turned around. A very nicely-dressed man
standing on the sidewalk in front of her house nodded to her. She must look confused because
he repeated himself.“Your gate posts there. The mortar holding the brick together is mixed
tabby.”“What is tabby? Are you telling me someone killed a cat and mixed it with the mortar?”He
laughed. “Tabby is a type of construction mortar. The early settlers burned oyster shells to create
lime and mixed it with local sand to make a sort of concrete that’s all over historic parts of the
city. It’s still used sometimes but we make it with Portland cement now so it’s more durable.”He
smiled warmly. “I’m Noble Connelly, and I’m full of useless information about tabby posts and
other subjects. My wife and I live in the white money-pit down the street and we heard a Yankee
bought the house. You didn’t waste any time moving in did you?”“It’s a pleasure to meet you. I’m
Sarah Faust and no, there wasn’t time to waste. The hotels around here do a thriving business
and there was no more room for me after the eleventh. I was able to negotiate a quick closing
and here I am.” She removed her work gloves, reached across the post to shake his hand, and
felt something sharp pierce the soft flesh of her forearm. Blood dripped onto the post and she
looked in dismay at an inch long gash in her arm.“Oh, my dear, I should have warned you. Here,
let me help.” Noble pulled out a handkerchief (who carried handkerchiefs anymore?) and
wrapped it around the cut.“Traditionally, we cover tabby structures with plaster because the
oyster shell fragments are so sharp, you see. The plaster has worn completely off these. I’m not
surprised considering how old they probably are. There, I think it’s stopped now.”“Thanks. I’m
going in to run some water over it but again, it was a pleasure to meet you and I look forward to
meeting your wife. I hope to have the garden tamed and a little more presentable soon.”“That
tree is going to eat your door. Are you going to have a landscaper in or…?”“Oh no, I like to do my
own gardening.” She crossed her fingers behind her back as she lied. She had never gardened
in her life but she certainly could not afford a landscaper and planned to wing it and hope for the
best.“The tree is on my shortlist. I don’t have a chainsaw yet so-”“I have one. I’m on my way to my
office but I’ll drop by this evening and bring the chainsaw if you like.”“Really? That is so kind of
you.”“It’s nothing. See you later this evening." He waved and was gone.She was touched by his
kindness. On the other hand, maybe the tree was something everyone in the neighborhood
wanted gone. She couldn’t blame them. She started for the house to take care of her arm and
remembered she didn’t have any band-aids. One more thing for the list she had not started yet.
Might as well do it now.MilkBand-aidsCoffeeWalking through the main floor, she added floor wax
and window cleaner. Upstairs she wrote: bathroom cleaner, shelf paper and- she jumped back -



some kind of spray to kill the millipedes that just ran under the baseboard. She started wiping
down the shelves in the miniscule linen closet then made herself stop. Focus. There was so
much to do and she could not keep jumping from task to task without finishing anything.Back
outside she hauled the hydrangea branches over to a corner in the back of the lot. The brick wall
back here must have collapsed in the rains of the past few days. She stumbled on bricks and
slipped in the mud that had spread onto the grass. Stacking the old bricks in a neat pile she
heard a metallic clang.Under a heavy clump of vines was a bronze head, somewhat sunken in
the ground and still covered with mud. The large, heavy-browed skull sported ugly, twisted
horns. Pan maybe? She scraped more of the mud away. It had none of the puckish charm
usually associated with Pan and instead looked deformed and brutish. She dug at the ground
around it, clearing away spongy, decaying, clumps of leaves and revealing goat-like legs with
cloven hooves. Someone had fastened a crudely fashioned, heavy, iron collar with inverted,
nasty-looking spikes around the squat neck.Sarah instinctively reached out to try to remove it
but when she touched it, it felt oddly warm. She sat back on her heels. This was a mystery but a
house this old was bound to have some interesting stories surrounding it. She scraped more
mud away from around the base of the figure, finding little parterres arranged in an octagonal
pattern around the satyr. She stacked the debris on the growing pile in the corner, and went
inside to wash her hands, feeling she deserved a coffee break. And then remembered she didn’t
have any coffee beans nor did she know where her grinder was. Of course.Not wanting to have
to find her phone she turned her laptop on to check the time. Almost noon. Mr. March had said
she would be the first stop after lunch on the delivery schedule and not wanting to miss them;
she sat on the peeling steps of the side porch and sipped a glass of water. She tried pulling up
her bank account before remembering she still needed to get internet service set up. There were
several wireless connections showing as available but she didn’t want to vampire on to any of
her neighbors’ services. Bad first impression to make if they noticed somehow. She reminded
herself to check on the status of her job applications as well. She had applied online to so many
different companies, she had almost lost track.Ok. Time to tackle the list of Things to do to the
House. She already knew she wanted to paint the dingy, grayish stucco a warm, cream color.
The red roof tiles were in good shape according to her home inspector, and the red would go
beautifully with the cream. The shutters had turned out to be rotten and would have to be
replaced as would several of the balusters on the porch railing.While the kitchen was small by
modern standards, lacked counter space, and had an awkward layout, she was still delighted by
the marble floor. Matching, natural marble slab countertops would replace the green melamine
horrors currently in place and she had already taken measurements preparing to call some
stone retailers. Overall, the house was structurally sound but in need of a thorough update.A
hiss of air brakes up the street caught her attention. A white delivery truck lumbered slowly past
the cars parked on the narrow street. From her viewpoint it came breathtakingly close to hitting a
couple of them but it didn’t hesitate and soon parked in front of her house. Two beefy-looking
young men climbed down from the cab and, to her surprise, so did Mr. March.“It’s nice to see



you again, Mr. March, but who’s minding the store?”He chuckled. “My daughter knows nearly as
much about the business as I do and I like coming into the city. She’s a charmer, my old city, and
I like to check up on her from time to time. Besides, this address rang a bell for some reason and
I couldn’t figure out why. It’ll come to me while my grandson here and his friend get your
things.”The boys rolled the door of the truck up and lowered the ramp. The only difficulty was
maneuvering around the tree hanging over the door but they managed to work around it. The
boys had the furniture in place in no time and even hooked up the washer and dryer in the
basement. She tipped them a twenty and hoped that was enough. The bed looked higher than it
had in the store, maybe she should have bought the steps that went with it but seventy-five
dollars was a lot of money to her right now.“It’s going to be even taller when you get the mattress
and box springs on there.” Almost as if he had read her mind, Mr. March entered the bedroom
carrying the mahogany steps she had turned down. He set them by the bed. “I thought you’d
want ‘em once you saw it all set up. Most people do.”“You were right. It was going to be quite a
climb.”“Well, I’ll be on my way. Lots more to deliver today. I sure wish I could remember what I
wanted to about this place.”She went downstairs with him, found her purse and gave him the
cash for the steps. They pushed the overhanging tree branch up so they could walk out the front
door.“This will be gone the next time you make a delivery. I’m just waiting for a chainsaw.”“It’s not
the prettiest tree I’ve ever seen and I suppose you won’t miss it but you don’t see a whole lot of
rowan trees growing this far south. I’m surprised it’s gotten this big and-” He broke off and stared
at the cleared bed and its bronze figure. A look of dawning recognition mixed with something
else spread across his suddenly pale face.“Young lady, are you renting this house or did you buy
it? I can’t recollect what you told me.”Sarah was puzzled by the expression on his face and the
urgency in his voice. “I bought it yesterday and I know it doesn’t look like much at the moment
but I-”“Are you one of those- what do you call ‘em? House flippers? Is that what you plan on
doing?”“No, I plan to stay.”“Then may the good Lord help you.” He climbed into the truck cab
followed by his grandson who started the engine and began backing slowly down the street
before turning around.Sarah stood on the curb, feeling as if she had been slapped. The truck
stopped and Mr. March leaned out the window and shouted.“Whatever you do, don’t cut down
that tree. Trim it if you need to but take good care of it.” They rumbled away, bouncing over the
cobbles, again clearing the parked cars by mere inches.A hush fell on the street. The sounds of
chirping birds and the rustling leaves again predominated. What on earth had he meant by all
that? The house needed work but it wasn’t that bad. Maybe he thought the tree had grown into
the foundation. She peered around the roots but didn’t see any buckling or broken stone next to
the house and the home inspector would have caught something like that anyway.Sarah sighed,
the new mattress should be here anytime and she had things she needed to get done. Inside,
the house was full of little whispering sounds and she thought she smelled a lingering odor of
decay from the dead cat the realtor had removed. Down in the basement the washer and dryer
were a welcome sight and she started a load of whites, adding her neighbor’s bloodied
handkerchief. The area smelled faintly of mold; she must have imagined the other smell.



Crouched in the corner like a giant, dismembered spider, the old furnace was a reminder of one
of the many expensive projects awaiting her. Footsteps sounded overhead and she ran up the
steps and peered around the door.No one was in sight but the front door stood open. Puzzled,
she looked out and saw the branches on the tree swaying. Nothing in the house was amiss but
there wasn’t that much here to harm anyway. She shut the door and seconds later someone
knocked then rang the bell. She opened the door.“That was fast! Are you Ms. Faust? Great.
We’ve got your mattress. Just show me where it goes and we’ll get you all set up.” A tall young
man in khaki shorts and a Spoleto t-shirt smiled down at her.“Right up here, if you want to follow
me.” She led the way upstairs. “Be careful on that carpet, it’s a trip hazard but I haven’t had time
to remove it.”Wow. The bed was high with the mattress and box springs. The steps were going to
be useful. After the delivery guys left, she ran back upstairs and leapt onto the bed, luxuriating in
the extra soft pillow top layer, thinking she would get a better night’s sleep tonight. From this
vantage point, she could see the upper branches in the trees off the porch. The swing ropes
moved lazily back and forth. Getting up she walked out and looked down. Odd that the swing
continued to move while the breeze had died away. A jeweled lizard darted across the railing,
scurrying down the column headfirst. The dryer buzzer went off and she forgot about the
swing.Making the bed with fresh, clean sheets, she found her extra blankets and left them on the
end of the bed. She still didn’t have any heat in the house but it wasn’t that much of a problem
right now and maybe it wouldn’t be until she could get an HVAC company out.By four o’clock
that afternoon, she was almost ready to call it a day. She had looked up an HVAC contractor with
whom she now had an appointment for next week. Internet service installation was scheduled for
tomorrow and she had a full fridge, cleaning supplies, shelf paper, band-aids, and a claw
hammer. She wanted to get those pictures off the walls. She had a feeling she was dealing with
plaster walls, not drywall, just because of the irregular look of the surface in places but was
reasonably confident she could make whatever patches were needed.The first one in the foyer
came off easily and she turned it around eagerly to find that instead of some valuable work of
art, it was a mirror, old and missing the silvering in places but not in bad shape. Why would
anyone nail a mirror backwards on a wall? She knelt, propped it against the wall, and just
glimpsed the reflection of a dark figure moving into her kitchen. She whirled around, heart
pounding and called out “Who’s there? I’m dialing the police right now.” She really had no idea
where her phone was, but she grabbed the hammer and walked slowly toward the kitchen. No
one was there and the back door was closed and locked. Angry now, she made a full sweep of
the house, almost tripping over the stupid carpet on the stairs. She found no one.Ok. What had
she really seen? It must have been a reflection of something from outside because no one else
was in the house. Every house had its quirks. Large trees and shrubs surrounded this one.
Those were bound to cast some shadows. She still felt uneasy and her adrenalin was
pumping.Taking the hammer, she hooked it under the edge of the carpet on the top step and
pulled hard. Tacks popped and the section pulled free, dust billowing. She continued all the way
down, coughing in the dust, but not stopping until she reached the bottom, dragging the heavy



mass over into the dining room corner. A fine grit still covered the steps but it didn’t take long to
vacuum it off and reveal golden oak treads in reasonably good shape. Her uneasy feeling
changed to one of satisfaction as she polished them to a glowing sheen. She sat on the top step
and surveyed her work happily. The doorbell rang.“Bet you thought I’d forgotten.” Her neighbor,
needing only a hockey mask to complete the look of a murderer from a horror film, brandished a
chainsaw then set it down next to a gas can on the steps. “There is already gas in it so you
probably won’t need the can but I brought it just in case. Return it anytime, no hurry.” He looked
past her into the foyer. The setting sun poured through the open door illuminating the curving
staircase and its newly polished wood. “Someone’s been busy. Did you do this yourself?”“I did.
That carpet was awful. Thanks for the chainsaw; I’ll get it back to you tomorrow.”“Come over
tomorrow evening for drinks, let’s say around six? The old ball and chain wants to meet you but
doesn’t want to barge in uninvited. I have no such compunctions.”“I’ll be there and thanks
again.”Evening brought a new chill to the house and Sarah was grateful for the warmth the
stove’s single electric eye provided as she scrambled an omelet for supper. The range was so
old she didn’t recognize the brand name on the door. The kitchen cabinets weren’t as bad as
she originally thought and would probably look fine after a good sanding and a coat or two of
paint. One door revealed a fold-out ironing board in perfect working order and a drawer
contained a metal chute that led to who knows where.The beautifully paneled wall next to the
back door would not need anything more than a coat of paint either. Near the baseboard she
noticed a small metal plate that read “Fain Fold-Away, West 23rd Street, Norfolk, Virginia.” Hmm.
Feeling around, she found a concealed handle under a panel and pulled. A small bench
unhinged from the wall and folded legs dropped to the floor supporting it. In the wall’s center, she
found two more hidden handles and unfolded a small, hinged table. A concealed breakfast nook.
She laughed, delighted with the find, wondering what other surprises the house held. Sitting
down, she ate her first meal in her new house and wondered when this nook was last used.After
washing her dishes she folded everything back into the wall then, walking through the main floor,
paused to admire her staircase once more. The bronze, pendant light hanging in the foyer cast
sparkles of light that made the wood appear to shimmer. She reached for the light switch then
stopped, feeling suddenly cold. Very clearly reflected in the mirror still propped against the wall
was a dark shape. It hovered just above the floor, almost as if it wanted her to see it, before it
scuttled into the kitchen and out of view. This time, she didn’t bother to call out and ran into the
kitchen, ready to confront whatever it was- and once again found nothing and a locked, back
door. The room, chilly before, was now positively freezing and she saw her breath in the air.
Leaving the lights on she ran upstairs, closed and locked the bedroom door, and, feeling about
six years old, sat in the middle of her tall bed wrapped in blankets, finally falling asleep after
midnight.She opened her eyes the next day to a morning well-advanced. After breakfast she
decided last night’s apparition had a logical explanation, something along the lines of “more of
gravy than of grave,” and she felt more in control and ready to face whatever the day brought. Or
so she thought.When the doorbell rang and she opened the door to the Fed Ex deliveryman,



she was surprised and a little excited. Who didn’t like getting packages? It turned out she didn’t
like this one. The lawyer she engaged to handle her divorce from Sean had hit a hurdle and as
she read through the letter, she felt a sense of dread.She had thought that divorcing someone
for a fairly public adultery would be straightforward. It turned out not to be if the accused denied
the accusation and demanded proof and that was exactly what Sean had done. The attorney
enclosed a sealed envelope containing a letter that her husband had asked to be forwarded to
her. She held it tightly for a few minutes before setting it aside. She didn’t want to read it.So now
she had the option of pursuing the divorce on grounds of irreconcilable differences, which was
what the attorney had advised in the first place, or she could try to find proof of the adultery,
usually an expensive and sordid quest. Just thinking about dragging all that up made her tired. In
one way she didn’t care if they divorced or not. She just never wanted to see or think about him
again. In another way though, there were legal ramifications involved in staying married to
him.The money she used to buy this house came from a life insurance settlement plus a legacy
both of which came to her when her parents died. She and Sean had been saving that and
banking most of her salary to buy a house and fortunately she had been able to prove it had
nothing to do with Sean or his company when the court was evaluating their assets. A lot of her
salary went to Sean’s defense attorney but not all. It now dawned on her that Sean could claim
half of this property as well as anything else she acquired until they were officially divorced. She
had been stupid not to clear this up before she moved on. She decided she would send her
attorney a quick email asking for an opinion on what she could do about that. In the meantime,
she had other things to do.The possessive feelings this house aroused were hard to explain.
Maybe it was the fact that it was the first house she had ever owned or perhaps it represented a
refuge from the shambles her life had become. She was trying to create order out of chaos in
more ways than one. Laying the papers aside, she grabbed a roll of shelf liner.The tiny bath
upstairs had a claw foot tub, a sink attached directly to the wall, and a toilet. All were white
porcelain but were badly scratched and stained. Someone had installed brown carpet (who put
carpet in a bathroom?) and she thought the moldy smell probably came from that. She tried to
avoid walking on it with bare feet. There was not a lot of built-in storage space in this house so
even the miniscule linen closet in here was a bonus. After wiping them down, she lined the old
wooden shelves with contact paper and finally put away her towels and washcloths.Today was
colder than yesterday. The fireplace worked; she just needed firewood and this was a perfect
opportunity to get rid of that tree and get some heat at the same time. She retrieved the
chainsaw from the basement and went outside.A cold wind blew, swirling dead leaves around
the sidewalk and yard. The poor tree seemed to hang protectively over the door and she
hesitated. How could she destroy a (possibly) three-hundred year-old tree? How long did
rowans live? Mr. March had told her to take care of it. It might be best to trim it and see if she
could make it look a little better without cutting it down completely.The saw felt heavier than it
had yesterday, almost as if something didn’t want her to lift it. She strained to maneuver it toward
the limb hanging low over the door when the pressure ceased, as if a rubber band had snapped



and released it. The chain hit the limb hard, immediately severing it so that it fell on her right foot.
She barely kept the saw from slicing into the front door through forward momentum. Setting the
saw down, she limped to the edge of the stoop and sat, massaging her foot. The tree did look
better but it wept copious amounts of viscous, gray sap down the trunk. There was no way it
would burn yet. She cut the fallen limb into sections, and then stacked them on the side porch to
dry out.A rustling sound in the shrubs caught her attention and she turned to see two little girls
come around the corner of the house. One, slightly bigger, pulled a red painted wagon in which a
smaller girl wearing glasses sat, holding tightly to a cat adorned with a plastic tiara askew
around its ears. A tiny elasticized skirt fit snugly around its middle. She looked down at it with a
fierce expression of love. The cat looked resigned.“Hi. Do you live here now?” the oldest girl
asked.“I do. My name is Sarah. Do you live on this street?”The older girl made a sweeping
gesture that took in most of the street. “My Dad lives here but we only stay there sometimes.”“Let
me talk, let me talk!” the littlest girl shouted. “I have to tell you something!”“Ok, sweetheart. What
is it?”“This is my cat.”“She’s beautiful.” Sarah reached out to scratch her behind the ears and the
cat bore it stoically.The little girl nodded solemnly. “I love her.”“I’m sure she loves you too.”“She
doesn’t like the skirt,” said the older girl. “She tries to claw it off and Dad said you shouldn’t make
her wear it.”“It’s just for while she’s outside. She shouldn’t be naked.”“Cats can’t be naked. You’re
stupid.”“No, I’m not! You are!” She released her stranglehold on the cat who took off like a rocket,
leaving the tiara behind. She climbed out of the wagon and ran down the sidewalk, calling
“Come back, kitty!” long brown curls bouncing, finally disappearing in someone’s yard.“I have to
go help find her. I had a cat, too. Dad said he ran away but I think the witch got him.” The child
nodded as if to accentuate the truth of her words.Sarah was taken aback. “What witch?”“A witch
used to live in your house. Sometimes she comes back.”“Witches aren’t real, you know.” She
smiled.“Not now but in the olden times they were.” Her tone was matter-of-fact. “Bye!” she
shouted over her shoulder and she was off, pulling the wagon down the sidewalk, calling for her
sister.Sarah shook her head and went inside, still smiling. Then she remembered the dead cat in
the basement and her smile faded. Just a coincidence. She shuddered. The house was still
freezing.She took a quick trek down to the coffee shop and warmed up before emailing the
attorney. She took another walk around the city, this time strolling the grounds around The
Citadel and marveling at the huge, live oaks covered with trailing beards of gray Spanish moss.
Farther down at the Battery, the sea looked choppy and gray all the way across the harbor to
Mount Pleasant. Cannon from the Civil War still dotted the park here, and a brass plaque
commemorated the victims of Hurricane Hugo, old and modern tragedy blending quietly
beneath the call of gulls and the soft southern twilight. Willows, bare branches dangling like long,
thin, brown fingers, swayed in the sea breeze.A large white house overlooking the water was
obviously hosting a celebration of some sort. Clear, sparkling lights decorated the trees and
somewhere inside a band played jazz music. A full moon hung in the still blue eastern sky.Still
wandering aimlessly, she found quaint side streets, all of cobblestone, with tall, narrow, wooden-
clad houses. The evening grew darker and light spilled from the fanlights that topped their doors.



High-pitched, childish voices drifted from a door opened to admit a large, gray cat.Turning her
steps toward home, she walked slowly, finding the cobbles somewhat treacherous to navigate in
the now dark streets. She fished the key out of her coat pocket and unlocked her front door,
feeling a little thrill at the thought that this was really her house. The small rooms were still and
quiet as she walked through, touching the paneling on the walls and running her hand along the
curving, well-worn volute at the end of the banister. She shivered, not with cold, but with
happiness that she had found a home in the city her mother had loved so.Chapter Three“It’s a
bijou, your house, I’ve always said so, and I can’t tell you how delighted we are that you bought it
and are restoring it. Did you know there’s a cannonball lodged in the wall facing the Battery?”
Mary-Michael stubbed out her cigarette and closed the window.Sarah had arrived at six carrying
a bottle of wine and the chainsaw. Noble was not at home, having called to say he would be
delayed but to go ahead and have drinks without him. Mary-Michael had taken the opportunity to
swear Sarah to secrecy and then smoke a forbidden cigarette before her husband got home.“I
just don’t want him to worry about me,” she confided in a soft, southern drawl. She resembled a
blonde Renaissance Madonna. “On his side of the family, everyone gets cancer of some sort
and dies young. On my side, we would probably never die if we didn’t acquire a vice or two. My
mother is seventy-five, her mother, my grandmother, is ninety-five, still drives, and she cooks for
all of us at Christmas. Ok, that’s my last cigarette for today. Let’s open that bottle of wine and I
want to hear about everything you’re doing to the house.”Sarah leaned back and sipped from the
exquisitely thin crystal glass. The white Italianate house looked like spun sugar on the outside
with its double side porches and graceful Doric columns but the interior was a riot of vivid colors
accented by heavy, cream-colored crown molding. The curving staircase soared three stories
above the black-and-white checkered, marble foyer. A collie lay asleep in a patch of sunlight on
the first landing. The matching, feather-stuffed sofas they sat on were well worn, comfortable,
and covered with dog hair, as was most of the other furniture.“Everything needs painting. The
plumbing is fine and so is the electrical. I’ve already stripped the awful carpet from the stairs and
it looks a hundred percent better.”“So it sounds like mostly cosmetic issues?”“Mostly. I’m looking
for countertops to match the kitchen floor and all the appliances have to be replaced eventually.
But what’s the story behind the cannonball?”“Charleston was fought over from the very start of
the revolution, you know. Your house took the hit during the final British assault in April of 1780.
The woman living in your house at the time threw an absolute fit about it. She sued the British
military commander for damages and did manage to collect some of the money.”“I’m surprised
no one tried to remove the cannonball and I can’t believe the realtor didn’t tell me.”“I wouldn’t
worry about it too much. The house and cannonball made it through the 1886 earthquake intact.
Probably in some other town it would have been removed a long time ago. In Charleston we tend
to cherish our historical remnants, often to the point of ridiculousness, I have to admit. Have you
submitted any plans to the Board of Architectural Review?”“Not yet, but I don’t plan any outside
changes other than paint and new shutters. I think a soft cream color will go well with the roof
and the shutters will stay black.”“That won’t require the whole Board then. You should get a



response within ten days or so.”“That works for me. I don’t have a painter lined up yet. I’m still
getting things put away and looking for a few more pieces of furniture.”“Will your husband be
joining you or…?” Mary-Michael trailed off expectantly.She knew the question would come at
some point. “No husband. Or rather there soon won’t be. I am in the process of a divorce.”She
was spared further questions when the front door opened and Noble called out, “Hello? Does
anyone have time to fix a drink for a working man? I found this beautiful woman strolling along
the sidewalk so I invited her in.”The dog on the landing woke up, barked, and ran downstairs, tail
thumping in excitement. Noble gave her a thorough scratching behind the ears. Walking
alongside him, a frail-looking elderly woman with perfectly coiffed white hair and twinkling blue
eyes smiled sweetly at them. Noble made sure she was seated comfortably before turning to
kiss his wife and say hello to Sarah. Mary-Michael gave the woman a kiss on the cheek then
busied herself at the small wet bar near the bookshelves.Chapter Three“It’s a bijou, your house,
I’ve always said so, and I can’t tell you how delighted we are that you bought it and are restoring
it. Did you know there’s a cannonball lodged in the wall facing the Battery?” Mary-Michael
stubbed out her cigarette and closed the window.Sarah had arrived at six carrying a bottle of
wine and the chainsaw. Noble was not at home, having called to say he would be delayed but to
go ahead and have drinks without him. Mary-Michael had taken the opportunity to swear Sarah
to secrecy and then smoke a forbidden cigarette before her husband got home.“I just don’t want
him to worry about me,” she confided in a soft, southern drawl. She resembled a blonde
Renaissance Madonna. “On his side of the family, everyone gets cancer of some sort and dies
young. On my side, we would probably never die if we didn’t acquire a vice or two. My mother is
seventy-five, her mother, my grandmother, is ninety-five, still drives, and she cooks for all of us at
Christmas. Ok, that’s my last cigarette for today. Let’s open that bottle of wine and I want to hear
about everything you’re doing to the house.”Sarah leaned back and sipped from the exquisitely
thin crystal glass. The white Italianate house looked like spun sugar on the outside with its
double side porches and graceful Doric columns but the interior was a riot of vivid colors
accented by heavy, cream-colored crown molding. The curving staircase soared three stories
above the black-and-white checkered, marble foyer. A collie lay asleep in a patch of sunlight on
the first landing. The matching, feather-stuffed sofas they sat on were well worn, comfortable,
and covered with dog hair, as was most of the other furniture.“Everything needs painting. The
plumbing is fine and so is the electrical. I’ve already stripped the awful carpet from the stairs and
it looks a hundred percent better.”“So it sounds like mostly cosmetic issues?”“Mostly. I’m looking
for countertops to match the kitchen floor and all the appliances have to be replaced eventually.
But what’s the story behind the cannonball?”“Charleston was fought over from the very start of
the revolution, you know. Your house took the hit during the final British assault in April of 1780.
The woman living in your house at the time threw an absolute fit about it. She sued the British
military commander for damages and did manage to collect some of the money.”“I’m surprised
no one tried to remove the cannonball and I can’t believe the realtor didn’t tell me.”“I wouldn’t
worry about it too much. The house and cannonball made it through the 1886 earthquake intact.



Probably in some other town it would have been removed a long time ago. In Charleston we tend
to cherish our historical remnants, often to the point of ridiculousness, I have to admit. Have you
submitted any plans to the Board of Architectural Review?”“Not yet, but I don’t plan any outside
changes other than paint and new shutters. I think a soft cream color will go well with the roof
and the shutters will stay black.”“That won’t require the whole Board then. You should get a
response within ten days or so.”“That works for me. I don’t have a painter lined up yet. I’m still
getting things put away and looking for a few more pieces of furniture.”“Will your husband be
joining you or…?” Mary-Michael trailed off expectantly.She knew the question would come at
some point. “No husband. Or rather there soon won’t be. I am in the process of a divorce.”She
was spared further questions when the front door opened and Noble called out, “Hello? Does
anyone have time to fix a drink for a working man? I found this beautiful woman strolling along
the sidewalk so I invited her in.”The dog on the landing woke up, barked, and ran downstairs, tail
thumping in excitement. Noble gave her a thorough scratching behind the ears. Walking
alongside him, a frail-looking elderly woman with perfectly coiffed white hair and twinkling blue
eyes smiled sweetly at them. Noble made sure she was seated comfortably before turning to
kiss his wife and say hello to Sarah. Mary-Michael gave the woman a kiss on the cheek then
busied herself at the small wet bar near the bookshelves.
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L. Sabin, “Solid Story Once You Get Past the More 'Girly' Parts. I enjoyed this book to a good
extent but there were a couple of instances where I just giggled to myself about the author's
description of a character's clothing or something similar that had absolutely nothing to do with
the plot. But having been to Charleston and having loved it there, I kept on reading.The periodic,
random descriptions of clothing, a character's shoes and baths made me feel a little weird as the
book went on, like I was reading a book that was really only intended for women. The writing was
strong enough and the historical and architectural details were good enough that I was happy
that I kept reading, despite feeling a little bit like an outsider looking in.”

Sara H, “The writing was not bad overall, but in some parts it was very .... It started off promising,
and the plot had a lot of potential. The writing was not bad overall, but in some parts it was very
superficial, and there were a lot of extraneous background tales that didn't really further the plot.
Towards the end it seemed like the writer got impatient and summarized a lot of the major plot
points, which was disappointing since it was during the most interesting bits. It would have been
nice for it to have been fleshed out. It did have some good, creepy imagery though. Sometimes,
when you finish a book you feel like you got cheated into wasting several of your precious life-
hours on drivel; this was not one of those times.”

Bel, “I love your writing style and hope you will continue writing .... I've been searching for weeks
to find a book in this genre that I wanted to read beyond the sample. I found it. Very well written! I
had to make myself stop reading at 2:00 am last night and immediately started reading upon
waking. I haven't finished the book yet, I stopped to write this review in the hopes the author
would read it. I love your writing style and hope you will continue writing books of this kind.
Haunted house books are my fav and it's difficult to make this interesting anymore. It's been
done a lot :) I still never tire of these stories and you've done a great job here please continue.
You've got a loyal fan.I highly recommend this book and this author. I feel confident you'll read
past the sample :)”

Milk & Honey, “Five stars. Every September and October I gather lots of ghost stories to huddle
up with under a throw blanket with some tea. It's the perfect way to kick off autumn and this book
was my favorite of the season so far. It's on the shorter side, which is great when you have a
stack of spooky stories to get through, and the action kicks off nearly immediately. If you are the
type of reader who drags through the first hundred pages of back story waiting for a book to get
"good", you'll appreciate A Haunting because things get creepy fast and often. It wont keep you
from sleeping at night, but is satisfyingly spooky nonetheless.”

ckoyz, “Entertaining and creepy. I think the story is good. It has just enough creep to have you
looking around and over your shoulder when reading, but, not too much to make you afraid to



get up and go to the bathroom in the middle of the night. The book is far from being all roses and
sunshine and some bad things happen but it is not morbid, gory or depressing. As far as I could
see there weren't any obvious grammar mistakes or repeat phrases. This might be an odd
review but these are the kinds of things I look for and thought there may be like minds out there.”

Tara Malvizzi, “Couldn’t put it down. The book caught my attention pretty quick. It ended a little
oddly for me and that’s not a spoiler at all. Just sort of a lot of loose ends. Either way it was a
good book and I do recommend it.”

Thomas, “Near Perfect Book. When I purchased the Kindle edition of this book I never expected
it to be the book it was.Firstly the book is creepy and makes you want to run around your own
house and turn all the lights on.Secondly the book, despite its creepy factor, manages to be
such a gripping story that you can't put it down (at least I couldn't).I would definitely recommend
this book to any paranormal story lovers. My only gripe however was i thought the book was too
short and the ending a bit rushed and sudden.”

Adele Dennis, “A good read. I have read this book over two nights , the story flowed along and
each chapter left you thirsty for the next . This is a new author for me and the style of a mixture of
modern and gothic horror had me hooked form the start , the plot was easy to follow and yet held
your interest from the beginning . Note I have not mentioned the plot , it is too good to spoil !”

Stewart Jackman, “Five Stars. An excellent spooky story set in an historic South Caroliner City.”

Mrs C Dodd, “Five Stars. Loved this story.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. A good read”

The book by Jodi M. Clock has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 284 people have provided feedback.
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